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Abstract
OpenMP is an application programmer interface that provides a parallel program-

ming model that has been successfully used to parallelize sequential applications on

shared-memory systems. The current OpenMP specification provides the ability

to create independent tasks but lacks a provision for task-to-task synchronization,

which limits its expressivity for parallelizing some common algorithms. Tasks can be

the basic execution unit of future OpenMP runtime implementations, so the ability

to use them in a flexible manner will require increased expressivity and flexibility

before adoption by users will become widespread. Enhancements to the API will

enable scalability and productivity in existing and future implementations.

In this thesis, I present a novel approach to providing task-to-task synchronization

in the OpenMP programming model and a corresponding extension to the OpenMP

Application Programmer Interface. I include a reference implementation for the run-

time library, a basic design for a compiler translation of the proposed constructs, and

a case study showing favorable results. This work demonstrates how the OpenMP

API can be improved with respect to expressivity of the language.
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Chapter 1

Introduction

The introduction of symmetric multiprocessing (SMP) computers using shared mem-

ory, followed by processors capable of multiple computation elements sharing some or

all of the memory hierarchy, has led to widespread interest in programming languages

and models that can exploit these architectures. While message passing program-

ming models still dominate the high performance computing community, the use of

higher-level parallel programming models requiring less expertise is gaining interest

in the computational sciences where the ultimate performance of one’s code is of

lesser importance than some level of acceptable performance gain. The introduction

of these new multicore architectures drives the research for better ways to utilize

them, but there is also a resistance in among developers to the adoption of such

practices. As with the introduction of any new product, the set of early adopters is

generally a small group of risk-takers not afraid of doing things di↵erently than they

did before. But programmers whose research is outside the realm of computer science
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are not likely to be early adopters of new programming languages or complicated,

low-level models and libraries used by the cutting-edge computation experts. While

these two communities’ share goals for better execution time, they do not share a

hunger for the fastest possible execution regardless of cost. There exists a spectrum

of developers whose needs range from high productivity with acceptable performance

to high performance with acceptable development costs.

With parallel programming for commercial applications becoming mainstream,

software developers are now looking for better ways to use existing and emerging

processor technologies. The amount and quality of parallel software is on the rise

and existing parallel programmers can be coarsely classified into two groups: those

whose career is heavily invested in programming parallel machines and those whose

interests lie outside of computer sciences and merely learn parallel programming as a

means to an end. Those in the former group lie on one end of a spectrum where the

cost of software development is a lesser concern to the performance of the software.

The latter group is composed of developers desiring some level of performance better

than sequential execution provides, but the need to keep productivity costs low is of

great concern. As the former group develops methods more suitable for the latter,

parallel programming will likely become mainstream.

There are two programming models that have gained widespread acceptance

among both groups—OpenMP and Message Passing Interface (MPI). While use of

MPI is likely to provide higher levels of performance, its low-level programming
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model is daunting to the domain scientist. In contrast, OpenMP provides a high-

level model that is fairly easy to learn and has gained in popularity within the same

group of domain science programmers.

The emergence of commodity multicore processors has a two-fold impact for

OpenMP’s future—it brings parallel programming to the desktop and it brings in-

creasingly high core counts to cluster nodes. Non-computer scientists will now be

able to use OpenMP on the desktop with low core counts (two to twelve) while com-

puter scientists can use OpenMP to exploit node-level parallelism on clusters with

dozens of cores per node. Given that nearly all scientific applications use one of

OpenMP’s supported languages (Fortran, C, and C++), it is a prime candidate for

both parallelizing legacy code and adoption by mainstream scientific programmers.

1.1 Motivation

Because OpenMP provides a high-level programming model that supports widely-

used base languages available on both commodity machines and nodes of clusters,

it is an excellent candidate for both enhancements that will provide greater expres-

sivity and flexibility for the domain scientists and address the scalability problems

inherent with large-scale systems. However, OpenMP still has some weaknesses with

respect to scaling and limitations in its task synchronizations. This thesis addresses

OpenMP’s inability to overcome loop-carried dependencies by introducing a language

extension for task-to-task synchronization.
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Loop-centric code is prevalent in scientific computing, but numerical routines of-

ten include loop-carried dependences whereby the computations of values in a matrix

depend on one or more of the value’s neighbors. These loops are not usually paral-

lelizable using current OpenMP constructs. But due to the widespread use of this

type of code among domain sciences, it is an ideal candidate for use with OpenMP.

It is this missing capability of parallelizing loop with loop-carried dependences that

motivates this thesis.

1.2 Research Goals

The goal of this research is to provide a high-level, expressive language for task-

to-task synchronization for highly productive software development on SMPs that

obtains good scalability. It will therefore require little cost for a user to implement

and maintain task-to-task synchronization using this language extension. OpenMP

provides all of these characteristics but lacks a feature that provides task-to-task

synchronization. Thus, I chose to extend OpenMP using one of its base languages,

C, to develop this language for task-to-task synchronization. This work explores

language support and compiler technology to extend the OpenMP tasking model for

this enhancement of its task synchronization capabilities. This could provide a more

attractive OpenMP Application Programming Interface (API) for shared memory

parallel programming by adding more flexibility for using tasks to parallelize certain

algorithms.
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1.3 Contributions

The contributions of this thesis are (1) a novel approach to providing task-to-task syn-

chronization in the OpenMP programming model, (2) an extension to the OpenMP

API for task-to-task synchronization (3) and a basic design for a compiler translation

of the proposed new OpenMP constructs.

As mentioned, one type of parallel algorithm that is still di�cult with simple

OpenMP usage is one containing loops with loop-carried dependences. For example,

a loop nest with loop-carried dependencies can be parallelized using message passing

using point-to-point communication to synchronize processes and form wave-front or

pipelined executions of the loop nest. OpenMP, however, does not provide any point-

to-point communication capabilities. Herein I provide an extension to the OpenMP

API that adds this type of communication via task-to-task synchronization that will

enable the pipelined execution previously mentioned without significant rewriting of

code.

1.4 Thesis Organization

I will describe the details of my work in the following manner. Chapter 2 contains

some background information, including overviews of modern parallel platforms and

programming methods, a description of OpenMP, and its tasking construct. Chapter

3 provides an overview of OpenMP tasks, some tasks implementation concepts in the

OpenMP runtime systems, and justification for the use of tasks. Chapter 4 describes
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a new OpenMP language as well as provides its basic compiler translation and a

runtime library implementation.
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Chapter 2

Background

2.1 Parallel Computer Organizations

The hierarchical model developed by Michael Flynn for classifying computer orga-

nizations is widely used today, forty years later. This model disregards the e↵ect of

input/output (I/O) or the instruction set used despite their e↵ect on total perfor-

mance. Flynn defines four broad classifications of machine organizations based on

the magnitude of interactions of instruction and data stream. The four classes are

described in Table 2.1.

Of the computer organizations described in Flynn’s taxonomy [59], only single

instruction, multiple data (SIMD) and multiple instruction, multiple data (MIMD)

architectures are considered parallel in nature. The former uses a single instruction
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memory

core corecore core

memory memory memory

network

(a) Distributed Memory

memory

core corecore core

(b) Shared Memory

Figure 2.1 Basic Parallel Memory Organizations

stream operating on multiple data streams. The various MIMD computer organiza-

tions can be further classified according to their memory organization [86], either a

distributed memory or a shared memory.

Acronym Organization Example(s)

SISD Single-instruction stream, single-data
stream

Sequential processors

SIMD Single-instruction stream, multiple-data
stream

A vector processor; a contempo-
rary GPU

MISD Multiple-instruction stream, single-data
stream

(No well known systems, exists for
completeness)

MIMD Multiple-instruction stream, multiple-
data stream

Multi-core processors

Table 2.1 Flynn’s Taxonomy

2.1.1 Distributed Memory Systems

In distributed-memory system (Figure 2.1a), each process has its own memory ad-

dress space and uses message passing to communicate with other processes. The

programmer must use explicit communication among processors and deal with the

distribution of data. Both clusters and massively parallel processor systems (MPPs)

implement a distributed-memory system.
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cache cache cache cache

core corecore core
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Figure 2.2 Shared-memory Architecture with Non-uniform Memory
Access

2.1.2 Shared Memory Systems

In a shared-memory system, by contrast, (Figure 2.1b), all processes involved in

an application share the same address space and communicate via shared variables.

Shared-memory systems are generally classified by the type of memory access pro-

cesses have. In symmetric multiprocessors, all processing elements (PEs) access a

shared-memory at equal speeds. This type of system does not scale well, limiting

them to a only a few PEs. The other common shared-memory systems have non-

uniform memory access (NUMA) in which memory is uniformly addressable by all

PEs but not all with the same access times. (Figure 2.1.2). Separate blocks of

memory are connected to form the single address space but some PEs are physically

“remote” from some blocks of memory. This configuration alleviates the memory

bandwidth bottleneck and allows for an increased number of PEs in the system.

To compensate for the non-uniform access to memory, each processing element is

provided cache memory for temporary “nearby” storage with some provision for

maintaining coherence of data among the caches. Such systems are referred to as

cache-coherent non-uniform memory access systems, or ccNUMA.
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Logically, symmetric multiprocessors and ccNUMAs are programmed in the same

way since there is a single address space. Shared-memory programming requires a

good understanding of the memory hierarchy, especially for ccNUMA systems. The

issue of locality, the extent to which data is associated to a PE that accesses it,

is known to have significant impact on application performance on shared memory

systems.

2.1.3 Evolution of the Microprocessor

In the era of computing immediately prior to 2005, microprocessors primarily con-

sisted of a central processing unit (CPU) likely assisted by one or more floating point

units (FPUs), local memory cache, and I/O (input/output) of some kind. As Moore’s

Law persisted through the 1990s, each doubling of transistors on a chip was accom-

panied by a (near) doubling of floating point operations per second (FLOPS). Soon

the physics of silicon caught up with Moore’s Law and the shrinking of transistors

produced undesirable side e↵ects. Processor clock speeds had to level o↵ as power

consumption and heat dissipation became a problem. Japan’s Earth Simulator has

640 nodes and each consumes 140 watts per node for a total of 89.6 kilowatts, not to

mention the additional power consumed by its maintaining infrastructure [8]. The

financial cost, not to mention the environmental impact, of such systems is obviously

grand of scale.

By this time, the supercomputing community began networking multiple micro-

processors into distributed computing systems. The idea of concurrently running
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threads of a single program became the standard for scientific applications. New

APIs were developed for the exploitation of the multiple processors. As these dis-

tributed systems grew, the cost of expanding hardware the problems compounded

those of power consumption and heat dissipation. Adding threads meant adding

nodes, which was a costly investment without enough return. Additionally, compli-

cations of network latency, non-uniform memory access, and cache coherence emerged

as this new paradigm took shape.

But parallelism is now entrenched as a crucial technique for improving application

performance [66]. Whether it be using multiple disks, processors, or functional units

within the processor, concurrent and pipelined execution at some granularity is now

common in hardware development. By 2005, Intel, IBM, and Sun Microsystems

had moved to microprocessors with multiple processing units, or cores. With most

major vendors committed to scaling the number of cores — not frequencies — the

new multi-core era was born and the dual-core microprocessor became the desktop

standard by the 2008. High end machines now ship with multiple dual- and quad-

core CPUs capable of dozens of threads. Microprocessors are now executing multiple

concurrent instructions not just with a shared-memory address space but with various

levels shared cache. Systems are now using heterogeneous processing units to exploit

various flavors of parallelism.

For an example, consider the Roadrunner system at Los Alamos National Labora-

tory (LANL). In June 2007, top500.org lists Roadrunner as the top system in terms

of teraflops [8]. Roadrunner is the first hybrid supercomputer consisting of IBM Cell

Broadband Engine R� chips and dual-core AMD Opteron R� chips for a total of 122,400
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cores. The dual-core Opteron is a simple homogeneous chip — each core is identical.

However, the Cell is a good example of a heterogeneous chip with an IBM 64-bit

Power Architecture core (Power Processor Element or PPE) and eight specialized

SIMD (single-instruction multiple-data) co-processors called Synergistic Processor

Elements (SPEs). This increasing of scale and complexity of microprocessors has

many in industry scrambling to now move from acceptable programming models and

develop exceptional models to exploit these new architectures with greater produc-

tivity and e�ciency.

In 2006, a group of various researchers at University of California at Berkeley pub-

lished their outlook [30] that computing is headed toward thousands of heterogeneous

cores on chip in the not-so-distant future. They identify seven critical questions they

believe need addressing for parallel programming, two of which concerning program-

ming models and, in particular, their expressivity:

How to describe applications and kernels?

How to program the hardware?

The near future will likely move from multi-core to “manycore.” The term “core”

is still a rather vague idea for describing a processing unit with local registers and

(sometimes) cache. Multi-core generally refers to upwards of eight homogeneous cores

in a single microprocessor package while many-core refers to a single microprocessor

package of more than eight cores that may be heterogenous [10]. Now, with the

introduction of Larrabee [102], Intel seems to be bringing this many-core future into

the present. One Larrabee core contains both scalar and vector units with dedicated

registers and shared level 1 (L1) cache, and a local subset of level 2 (L2) cache.
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Larrabee has multiple cores sharing a global coherent L2 cache connected via a ring

network and seems to target graphics processing, though many will no doubt find

ways to use it in many unrelated applications. These two questions from UC Berkeley

now need addressing.

Multicore Era

The doubling of uniprocessor speed slowed to a crawl as the “three walls” were

realized. The power wall refers to the problem of heat and power leakage when

processor “improvement” is achieved by merely increasing clock speed. Processor

speeds have now exceeded the speed of memory access, creating a memory wall. The

lack of performance gained through instruction level parallelism has put up the ILP

wall [31].

Manufacturers subsequently modified the layout of a the processor by putting

multiple PEs, usually referred to as cores, on a single die. O↵-the-shelf consumer

desktops are now available with quad-core Intel Xeon E5620 “Westmere” proces-

sors capable of eight threads each. With some of these systems allowing sixteen

hardware threads, parallel programming should be more accessible to mainstream

programmers. However, programming models and libraries developed for HPC ap-

plications are still inadequate for developing multithreaded general-purpose applica-

tions [94]. The good news is that as core counts increase in commodity systems, the

cost of deploying clusters of multicore nodes is decreasing. With clusters of multicore

machines, a hierarchy of parallelism is now available on a larger scale than was previ-

ously as dozens of threads are now available at the node level. Large shared memory
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Figure 2.3 TILE-GxTM Processor Block Diagram

systems are now ubiquitous, even in mobile devices, and application developers need

to be able to exploit all that parallelism, whether on the node and the desktop.

Current Architecture Trends

A natural out-growth of multicore processor design innovations and the ever-shrinking

transistor are the so-called “manycore” chips. Instead of relatively low core counts

of two to sixteen, these manycore chips have dozens of cores capable of hundreds

of threads. This emerging class of processors includes the “Single-chip Cloud Com-

puter” (SCC) [68, 85] at Intel, the Cyclops64 [55] from IBM, the TILE-Gx proces-

sors [118] for sale by Tilera, and the Godson-T [58]. These architectures contain

features such as software-managed SRAM for caching, signal-bus (SIGB) for barrier

operations, chip-level networks using message passing, programmable interconnects

between cores, streaming and data-flow that bypass memory, and distributed caches.

Advanced Micro Devices (AMD) has their twelve-core Magny-Cours chips capable

of being connected to each other via HyperTransport 3.0 links, enabling a NUMA

configuration of up to forty-eight cores. Figure 2.3 shows the TILE-Gx architecture.
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Another trend worth mentioning is the use of o↵-chip devices for computing par-

allel algorithms. Such a device might be some kind of co-processor, accelerator, or

graphics processing unit (GPU). The use of GPUs for general processing, as opposed

to only graphics processing, has gained wide popularity in recent years, especially us-

ing NVIDIA’s GPU hardware and CUDA programming model. Clearspeed produces

accelerators that require the use of a compiler with proprietary parallel extensions

to ANSI C. While the advantage in performance is proven, use of these heteroge-

neous systems requires generating code for both the host CPU and the GPU. This

increases the costs code development and maintenance. The Intel Many Integrated

Core (MIC) Architecture is a co-processor using fifty IA-32 cores, eliminating the

need to produce both machine code and device code. Convey also avoids the need

for separate CPU and device code generation by using a so-called “hybrid-core”

technology that integrates conventional CPUs and with co-processors comprised of

field programmable gate arrays (FPGAs). Since FPGAs are re-configurable, their

instructions can appear as extensions to the x86 instruction set used by the CPU.

2.2 Programming Models and Languages

Whether the system has a shared memory or distributed memory architecture, ap-

plication developers need a programming model to exploit the parallelism inherent

to each system. This section is devoted to overviews of the current parallel program-

ming models for di↵erent types of systems.
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2.2.1 Distributed Memory Programming Models

Due to the nature of a distributed memory system, processes have separate address

spaces and communicate through message passing. However, the degree to which

the programmer is exposed to this communication layer varies with di↵erent pro-

gramming models. While some of these programming models can be used on shared

memory machines, they are primarily used on distributed memory systems.

Communication Libraries

Message Passing The Message Passing Interface (MPI) defines a library of low-

level functions for interprocess communication through message passing and is the

de facto standard for parallel programming on distributed-memory systems. MPI is

portable since libraries are written in the same language as the intended source code.

MPI’s low-level nature is both its strength and one of its downsides. It provides a

very expressive and flexible for code development and provides an easy debugging

process. Above all, it provides good performance and scales well. However, the same

low-level control also implies a steep learning curve to developers and complicates

code readability. It is also the sole responsibility of the developer to express all

necessary parallelism. MPI is widely used in high-end computing on clusters and

tightly-coupled supercomputers.

Typical programming models for distributed-memory and share-memory systems

di↵er. Programs for distributed-memory systems typically use communications li-

braries to pass messages among processes to share information about data values and
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coordinate their activities using a fragmented view of memory. MPI [60] is the de

facto standard for distributed-memory programming, providing a library of routines

for one-way and two-way communication and collective operations such as barriers

and reductions. The programmer using MPI is responsible for providing details for

the data distribution and interprocess communication by coordinating the passing

of messages. MPI’s low-level nature is both its strength and one of its downsides.

This low-level of programming provides fine-grained control that yields great per-

formance, but can also be di�cult and costly. MPI assumes a distributed memory,

making it well suited for distributed-memory machines. Most MPI programs use a

single program, multiple data, or SPMD, style of programming in which each process

executes the same program on di↵erent data. In such a case, the concurrency by

MPI is at the program level, not at the function or statement level.

SHMEM SHMEM [54, 96] is a one-sided communication library introduced by

Cray Research Inc. for distributed memory systems. It provides an abstraction of an

underlying communication layer, like ARMCI or GASNet, which provides portability

and relieves the application developer of the details of the hardware details. SHMEM

employs the PGAS model (Section 2.2.1), combining some characteristics of shared-

memory programming (like direct access to remote data) while explicitly distributing

and managing data as is common with a distributed memory model.

The single-sided communication allows the a processor A to put and get data di-

rectly to and from processor B ’s memory without involving processor B ’s code. This

allows direct access to data, similar to shared memory programming, and supports
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faster transfers than two-sided message passing semantics, which require more syn-

chronization and bu↵ering. However, it also allows for race conditions in the absence

of proper synchronization. SHMEM also relies on the SPMD programming model.

There are several implementations of SHMEM libraries [19, 91, 93, 95, 92, 108],

but only recently has an open specification of SHMEM been proposed, called Open-

SHMEM [47]. This will likely promote more widespread use of SHMEM for parallel

programming on large systems.

Global Arrays The Global Arrays (GA) toolkit [89, 14] is a portable library

that provides a shared memory abstraction for programming distributed memory

systems. It attempts to maintain a simpler shared memory programming model with

the scalability of message passing. Each process has independent and asynchronous

access physically distributed data without interfering with another process. The GA

model exposes the application programmer to the NUMA characteristics that may be

present on the system and compensates for the di↵erence in access times for local and

remote data. GA can be used in conjunction with message-passing libraries and are

compatible with MPI. GA have also be used for providing an interface for deploying

OpenMP on clusters by translating OpenMP programs to Global Arrays [70].

Implementation Layer Communication Both Aggregate Remote Memory Copy

(ARMCI) and Global Address Space Networking (GASNet) provide one-sided com-

munication libraries that are generally used as communication layers in implementa-

tions of languages and libraries. ARMCI has been used to implement GA, SHMEM,
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and Co-array Fortran (CAF) while GASNet has been used for implementations of

all of the PGAS languages (see Section 2.2.1). They are not generally used by the

application programmer due to their low-level complexities.

PGAS Languages

Some higher-level languages assume a partitioned global address space (PGAS). Co-

Array Fortran (CAF) [2], Unified Parallel C (UPC) [1], and Titanium [7], three of

the so-called PGAS languages, provide a fragmented view of memory. A global ad-

dress space is logically partitioned among the local memories of the processors. They

provide abstractions for distributing work and data and the coordination of program

instances in a SPMD style. Any message passing is removed from the program-

mers requirements, making it more productive than using communication libraries

directly. Their reliance on the SPMD model is, however, a source of criticism [?].

Co-Array Fortran, a small extension of Fortran 95, provides an intuitive means of

distributing arrays among processors, called a co-array. Work and data are parti-

tioned among program instances, called images which can be coordinated with the

synchronization intrinsics. Co-arrays will be included in the next revision of the

ISO Fortran standard. UPC extends the C language to designate shared variables

that should be distributed to the program instances and provides for work sharing

(upc_forall) and synchronization. UPC has support for private and shared pointers

into the shared address space. Titanium is a SPMD dialect of Java with extensions

that include such notions as multidimensional array iterators, subarrays, user-defined
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immutable classes as well as synchronization primitives, and a library of synchroniza-

tion operations and collectives. While the PGAS languages provide a higher level of

abstraction to the programmer, their lack of support for chip multithreading makes

them ill-suited for programming hybrid systems.

High Performance Fortran [83] (HPF) was a parallel extension for Fortran 90 that

supported control of data alignment and distribution (block, cyclic, block-cyclic) on

a parallel machine using new parallel constructs. These extensions came as a set

of directives in the form of comments which compilers could take as suggestions

on parallelizing the program. This mechanism, later copied by OpenMP, allowed

non-compliant compilers to ignore directives not recognized. Some loops could be

parallelized with a simple directive. HPF lacked expressivity for many important

algorithmic strategies and many initial users switched to other parallel programming

models before compiler technology could mature. It also lacked notions of task

or nested parallelism which are of great value in many applications. Though the

language is now defunct for these and other reasons, its influence is evident by the

numerous references to High Performance Fortran in the literature [75].

2.2.2 Shared Memory Models

While OpenMP is the de facto standard for programming SMPs, task-based models,

and the HPCS languages o↵er general purpose, high-level programming solutions

for shared memory architectures as well. Global Arrays (GA), which also provide a

shared memory view of a program’s address space are discussed as a communication
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library in Section 2.2.1. A low-level approach includes the explicit use of threads.

All of these can be classified by their global view of memory as opposed to the frag-

mented view in the PGAS model. After an overview of OpenMP, these experimental

languages are discussed.

OpenMP OpenMP [4, 17] is an application programmer interface (API) that pro-

vides a set of compiler directives, runtime routines, and environment variables for

creating parallel programs in the widely used languages of C, C++, and Fortran.

It provides a high-level abstraction for shared-memory parallel systems by direct-

ing the compiler in thread creation and management. Details need not be known

to the programmer. It supports both task and data parallelism. OpenMP does not

currently work well with distributed-memory systems because the OpenMP program-

ming model does not account for non-uniform memory access. It is widely used on

shared-memory systems and in conjunction with MPI on hybrid systems. Its high

level of abstraction allows OpenMP to provide incremental parallelization to new

and legacy code [50, 84, 86]. It is supported by most commercial and open source

compilers and enjoys widespread use in many scientific programming domains. How-

ever, its adoption outside of the HPC community is likely due to its lack of support

for object oriented and generic programming.

Threading Libraries Threading libraries are also used to exploit parallelism on

shared memory parallel systems. Threading libraries are often used for writing multi-

threaded applications through explicit use of low-level thread management, including

synchronization. They are often used to implement high-level parallel programming
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models like OpenMP. Threading libraries include POSIX Threads (Pthreads) [37],

Qthreads [119, 6], Nano-threads [16], Java Threads [15], and Windows threads [18].

The general trend is to use threading libraries within the implementation of a higher-

level programming model due to their need for explicit and direct handling by the

application programmer. Without careful synchronization, their use is prone to

deadlock and data races.

2.2.3 Tasking Models

Cilk Cilk [65, 38, 62, 61, 80, 113] is arguably the most influential work with regard

to parallel tasking research. Developed at MIT in the 1990s, MIT licensed the Cilk

technology to Cilk Arts, Inc. In 2009, Intel Corporation acquired Cilk Arts, Inc. and

included its technology at Intel Cilk Plus in the ICC compiler. Cilk Plus has since

been released as an open-source project in the “cilkplus” branch of GCC-4.7 [52].

The Cilk language [62] is a parallel extension of C with respect to performance

and semantics. Cilk’s parallelism is relegated to the creation and synchronization

of tasks using only five additional keywords. The language provides constructs for

synchronization, atomic data access, and the aborting of speculative work. Cilk

employs a “work-first” scheduler with the principle of minimizing the work overhead

at the expense of critical path overhead. In other words, additional overhead to

produce the work is acceptable if there is a decrease in overhead of doing the work.

This helps keep the average amount of work (i.e. number of tasks) su�ciently larger
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than the number of processors. The breadth-first work-stealing scheduler allows idle

threads to steal work from busy threads.

StarPU A major trend in high performance computing is to mix multicore CPUs

(like x86 or PPC) with other processing units (PUs) like graphics processing units

(GPUs) or another type of co-processor like field programmable gate arrays (FPGAs)

and accelerators. StarPU [20, 32, 33, 34, 35] is a tasking API and runtime system

for mapping a graph of tasks onto heterogeneous system of PUs. StarPU provides a

software virtual shared memory with a weak consistency model which abstract the

heterogeneity of the system hardware to allow the runtime to dynamically schedule

parallel tasks across the full set of PUs available on the system. StarPU supports

multicore processors, NVIDIA GPUs, OpenCL devices, and the Cell Broadband

Engine. A task is abstracted into a “codelet” which can be run on any PU by

including PU-specific functions for each architecture present. The StarPU runtime

takes care of scheduling and execution of codelets over the entire machine and relieves

the application programmer of explicit data transfers, enforcing memory coherency

systemwide. While this approach allows a task to be executed on any PU, it may also

require multiple implementations of a task, one for each possible PU architecture.

PFunc Parallel Functions (PFunc) [74, 73] is a lightweight portable library with

APIs for C and C++ to express task parallelism. PFunc provides a parallel abstrac-

tion with custom task scheduling, task priorities, task a�nities, multiple completion

notifications, and task groups. Its objectives include overcoming the shortcomings of

current tasking models, including SPMD support, a�nities for tasks and hardware,
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data locality with user input, and the ability for tasks to have multiple ancestors.

Its generic programming design avoids the overhead of virtual function calls, when

possible. Furthermore, Pfunc attempts to overcome the shortcomings of other task

parallel models by paying attention to the “little details,” like task scheduling/steal-

ing policies and their e↵ects on load balancing, as well as addressing the e↵ects on

performance of task priorities and a�nity, task grouping, and the eventual structure

of the task execution graph. It also allows the user to customize some features like

scheduling policies and priority comparison.

Threading Building Blocks Intel Corporation’s Threading Building Blocks (TBB)

[72, 98] is a compiler-independent C++ runtime library that automatically schedules

user-specified tasks. TBB puts an emphasis on task-parallelism with scalable execu-

tion, relying on generic programming to provide interfaces for the user to define tasks

without concern for the underlying threads. TBB can be used in the same program

as OpenMP and common threading libraries. As with any high-level programming

model, use of TBB allows for fewer lines of code to develop parallel applications and

reduces program complexity. TBB uses a system analysis in an e↵ort to optimize

the use of hardware resources to provide a well-balanced workload.

Grand Central Dispatch Apple’s solution for a high level parallel programming

model, Grand Central Dispatch (GCD) [29, 110, 115], is at least partly the result of

the need to provide a better framework for developing applications with a graphical

user interface (GUI). In the event-driven environment of GUI applications for Apple’s

Mac OS X and iOS, the main thread is responsible for running the GUI, and hence,
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the user’s experience. If the main thread is given a su�ciently time-consuming

synchronous task unrelated to the GUI, it must complete the task before resuming

GUI management and the user often will perceive this as, in the very least, a minor

annoyance. GCD seeks to remedy this by providing developers with asynchronous

tasks to utilize for non-GUI tasks and, thus, free the main thread for managing

the GUI. The API uses a C extension called blocks (similar to closures) to define

asynchronous tasks to be executed at the OS level. Though GCD was developed with

GUI applications in mind, it has been used to implement the Apache web server,

showing its potential for parallelizing non-GUI applications.

Task Parallel Library Microsoft has developed the Task Parallel Library (TPL)

[79] to support concurrency in their Visual Studio compiler. While TPL provides sev-

eral constructs for structured parallelism (loops, fork-join), it also provides a tasking

construct for use with non-structured parallelism and some constructs target specific

types of common concurrency such as ray tracing and reductions (aggregation). The

TPL uses delegate expressions (like closures) to specify the parallelism in C and C++

codes allowing incremental introduction of parallelism with little change to existing

code.

OpenMP OpenMP 3.0 introduced the ability to create asynchronous tasks for

a thread team to execute. While limited somewhat limited, the tasking feature

nonetheless provide a simple interface for creating tasks. These are explored in

detail in Section 3.1.
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2.2.4 High Productivity Computing Systems Languages

As all parallel programming models have their shortfalls, some advocate for general

purpose programming languages that are inherently parallel. Most notable are the

DARPA funded High Productivity Computing Systems (HPCS) experimental lan-

guages Chapel [11], X10 [101], and Fortress [27]. The HPCS program is an e↵ort

to improve the programmability and overall productivity for the next generation of

parallel machines. Unlike the fragmented view of memory in PGAS languages, these

languages provide a global view of memory. Each allows object-oriented program-

ming and provides a mechanism for data locality. In spite of being experimental and

not fully implemented in any compilers, these languages still o↵er features worth

exploring.

The High Productivity Computing Systems (HPCS) program focuses on a new

generation computing systems [76] that are both economically viable and provide

high levels of productivity. Through this program, DARPA has funded the develop-

ment of three inherently parallel programming languages: Fortress, Chapel, and X10.

These languages are designed to support highly productive programming of emerging

petascale computers while accounting for intranode chip multithreading and moving

away from a fragmented SPMD model toward a global view, allowing algorithms and

data structures to be expressed as a whole. While providing a wealth of new ideas

related to correctness, locality, e�ciency, and productivity, the HPCS languages o↵er

di↵erent levels of expressivity and abstraction giving them distinct flavors from the

application developer’s perspective. Their commonalities include the assumption of

a hierarchically parallel architecture and a global address space. They enable users to
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control work and data placement, exploit ideas from object-oriented programming,

and provide e�cient synchronization using transactions. As with any new language,

these will likely be accompanied by a steep learning curve and may additionally lack

the intuitive nature required for widespread adoption. These languages are not yet

fully implemented and tested in realistic scenarios. This notwithstanding, these lan-

guages a↵ord a great opportunity for studying their proposed features as some may

be worth adopting for petascale application development.

All three languages provide a high-level expression of parallelism with a global

view of computation based on threads. They support data, task, and hierarchical

parallelism, as well as the dynamic asynchronous generation of work (e.g., asyn-

chronous activities in X10). Each uses a combination of compiler and runtime library

to achieve optimized code for the targeted parallel architecture [103]. Since good

performance on shared-memory platforms calls for data to be cached locally, each

HPCS language provides a mechanism for work-data a�nity.

Chapel Cray, Inc. is developing the Cascade High-Productivity Language (Chapel)

based on ideas from ZPL [46, 111], High-Performance Fortran [25, 83], and the Cray

MTA’s extension to Fortran and C [53]. Chapel uses locales as its designation for

units of parallel architecture which perform computation with uniform memory ac-

cess [13]. In other words, a locale has a�nity to both data and computation. For

instance, in a cluster, a node could be represented as a locale. Chapel provides

each program with a built-in array of locales representing the parts of the machine

executing the program. The programmer is able to customize locales to suit the
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needs of a particular application. Chapel uses locales as its basis for mapping data

and computation to hardware and allows the incremental addition of information

regarding the locality of data and computation on the machine. This includes the

use of domain distribution, in which a domain (named set of array indices defined for

parallel iteration support) can be declared without a distribution, but one may be

subsequently added. In Chapel, domains can be decomposed among multiple locales,

distributing the allocation for each array defined using the specified domain. Alter-

natively, a predefined distribution may be used initially and replaced at a later time.

An on clause can be used to describe a desired location. An on clause can be used

with a locale, a variable, by which the locale associated the variable would be used,

or with a variable declaration to cause the variable “to be allocated on a specific

locale” [45]. Thus users are able to distribute a domain and associated data to the

locales. If a parallel loop iterates over a domain, this will distribute the iterations to

the locales. Standard distributions are provided via an extensible library. To support

data parallelism, Chapel generalizes the concept of an array by introducing domains.

Parallel loops may iterate over such domains, arrays, or loop variables. Functions

may be applied concurrently to arrays, or to regions of arrays. sections construct

where each statement in the construct can be executed in parallel.

Fortress The Fortress language is under development by Sun Microsystems. Orig-

inally part of the HPCS, Fortress is now an open source project with a prototype

implementation available under a BSD license [5]. An intentionally minimized com-

piler is augmented by extensive libraries. This small “core” is designed for writing

more libraries with the intent of “growing” the language [26].
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Fortress is an implicitly parallel language featuring implicit parallelism, transac-

tions, and formulaic syntax. Since loops in Fortress’ are parallel by default, sequential

loop iteration must be stated explicitly. Loop operations are supported by many dif-

ferent kinds of loop reductions in the Fortress libraries. Work-stealing is employed

to enable the distribution of tasks in a dynamic fashion. If it is not deemed advan-

tageous to distribute a parallel task to other processors, the task will be executed

sequentially. Transactional memory is utilized via the atomic expression to avoid the

overhead of using locks. Placement of data and computation is accomplished with

distributions by specifying hierarchically arranged “regions” to be used by the ma-

chine. Implementations may use both static and dynamic compilation for improved

performance.

X10 IBM’s contribution to the HPCS endeavor is X10, an object oriented pro-

gramming language intended for high-performance, high-productivity on a large

number hardware threads targeting traditional numerical computations and com-

mercial servers. Diverging from Chapel’s philosophy of creating a brand new syn-

tax paradigm, X10’s syntax is heavily based on Java. X10 extends the partitioned

global address space (PGAS) memory model to the globally asynchronous, locally

synchronous (GALS) model [100].

X10 provides places to allow users to specify an a�nity between data and activ-

ities, an abstraction of threads. Places may be mapped to physical locations at the

deployment stage, but this mapping may be changed during execution. Places are

fixed and ordered to a X10 program but may be changed during the deployment.
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Regions, collections of array elements, may be distributed in block or cyclic fashion.

Regions and distributions (map from region to places subset) can be further com-

bined with set operations such as union, intersection, or di↵erence. X10 activities

(lightweight threads) may dynamically join groups. In any and all of these, data

and work need to be appropriately “aligned” on distributed-memory systems to keep

memory access costs low. A clock is a generalized barrier used for synchronization

by functioning as multiple barriers [51, 100].

2.3 OpenMP Overview

The OpenMP specification provides a parallel programming model intended to be

portable among shared-memory architectures. It consists of a set of compiler direc-

tives, library routines, and environment variables for creating and managing portable

parallel programs. Multiple threads are managed in a fork-join execution model

(Figure 2.4) in which execution threads communicate via shared variables. OpenMP

allows, but is certainly not limited to, SPMD programming methods. Constructs

are available to provide the tasking, worksharing, and synchronization of threads

while supporting the sharing of data among threads and privatizing data to a single

thread. Library routines and environment variables are used to control the runtime

environment.

Execution of an OpenMP program begins with a single execution thread, called

the initial thread, which executes sequentially as if enclosed in an implicit task

region. When a thread encounters a parallel construct, the initial thread suspends
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Figure 2.4 Openmp’s Fork-join Execution Model

its initial task, creates (“forks”) a team of zero or more additional threads (called

slave threads) and becomes the master of the thread team. A set of implicit tasks is

also generated, assigned one per thread. Each task is tied to its assigned thread such

that each implicit task is completely executed by exactly one thread. The code for

implicit tasks is defined by the code in the parallel construct. An implicit barrier

at the end of a parallel region, beyond which only the master thread may proceed,

e↵ectively ends the work of the thread team, and the master thread resumes task

region previously suspended upon encountering the parallel construct.

An OpenMP program may have any number of parallel constructs, even nested

inside one another. If a slave thread encounters a parallel region, it creates a new,

nested team and becomes the master thread for that nested team. OpenMP allows

for multiple levels of nesting of parallel regions. At the beginning and end of a

parallel region there is an implied barrier at which all threads in the parallel region
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must wait, unless otherwise specified. Once all threads in the team arrive at the

implicit barrier, the execution resumes with the master thread.

The two types of used for prescribing how a block of code should be executed

are worksharing constructs and the task construct. When a thread team encoun-

ters a worksharing construct, the work inside the construct is divided among the

slave threads and its execution is coordinated in some manner, depending on the

worksharing construct, among the thread team. Worksharing constructs allow the

application programmer to prescribe the manner in which a block of code (e.g. a

loop) should be parallelized. When a thread encounters a task construct, an explicit

task is generated for asynchronous execution at some time.

OpenMP is useful for incrementally adding parallelism to existing sequential code,

but care must be taken if it is to provide adequate performance gains. Data not

needed by multiple threads should be marked private. The improper placement

of data may also lead to performance deterioration due to increased cache misses.

OpenMP uses a relaxed consistency model that allows threads to store variables

(e.g. in cache or registers) for a temporary view of memory to reduce the number

of memory accesses. If a thread needs data in another thread’s temporary storage

(e.g. cache), excessive memory bandwidth may be needlessly used. Implementations

often use a first touch policy by default, by which data is placed with the thread that

first uses (initializes) it. This is not part of the OpenMP API and is often misused

and/or misunderstood by programmers. Furthermore, the first touch policy may not

be ideal for some applications [50].
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The 3.1 specification added support for optimizations of task data environments

and task scheduling points. The recently approved 4.0 specification added device con-

structs to possible execute code somewhere other than the CPU. Using the target

construct, the enclosed structured block will be executed on the specified device. The

execution and memory models were further abstracted to define devices, di↵erenti-

ating from a host device (likely the CPU) and a target device, like an accelerator

of GPU.

Since its introduction in 1997, OpenMP has become the de facto standard for

shared-memory parallel programming. It provides a portable, high-level interface

that allows enhancement of Fortran and C/C++ code via compiler directives and

library routines. OpenMP puts high value on portability and productivity. By de-

sign, it permits incremental parallelization of existing code and preserves a sequential

nature of the code. OpenMP uses a fork/join programming model in which a single

thread begins execution of the program in sequential fashion. Upon encountering a

parallel construct, the initial thread forks a team of threads and the initial thread

becomes the master thread in the team. At the conclusion of the parallel construct,

the threads join together, once again forming a sequential execution by the master

(initial) thread.

As most programmers have no need (or desire) to delve into the low-level de-

tails involved in using MPI or POSIX threads, the abstract programming model of

OpenMP suits the average programmer well. These programmers typically want to

develop easily maintainable portable applications that execute correctly and fast.

They form OpenMP’s target audience [84]. OpenMP provides a relatively simple,
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high-level interface to prescribe a strategy for parallelizing code, leaving the low-

level details to the compiler’s implementation of OpenMP to create threads for work

assignments [50].

OpenMP can also be combined with MPI for large-scale application development

and thus o↵ers what is probably the smoothest path to migrating existing code

to these platforms. It comprises a modest set of directives (pragmas) that may

be incrementally inserted into an application in order to create a parallel version.

Major features include the ability to describe parallel regions, and to specify how the

iterations of loops inside them should be assigned to the executing threads. Threads

may have their own private data. Synchronization may be accomplished by means

of barriers, critical regions, locks, and atomic updates. However, it is often hard to

obtain high performance under OpenMP, even for moderately sized thread counts.

This is due, in part, to its performance model not being well understood and code

restructuring may be necessary. But it is also the result of a lack of expressivity in the

programming model itself. If MPI and OpenMP are to be used together to provide

a straightforward means of parallelizing legacy codes, then its deficiencies must be

explored and overcome. A study of the features proposed for HPCS languages may

be instrumental in the design of suitable enhancements.

2.3.1 Strengths of OpenMP

OpenMP is the de facto standard for shared-memory programming for good reason.

Its high-level abstraction of a parallel region for the developer provides a shallow
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learning curve which allows for incrementally adding parallelism to code. The de-

veloper supplies suggestions of parallelism to the compiler in the form of directives

(pragmas), allowing most experienced sequential programmers to inject parallelism

into sequential code quickly, putting focus understanding performance issues inherent

in the programming model. Portability is attained by a compiler’s ability to ignore

OpenMP’s directives and merely produce sequential code. In this way, OpenMP pro-

grams can be used with non-OpenMP compilers. Parallelizing legacy applications

that otherwise might require significant code restructuring or rewriting to use MPI

or other models are often straight-forward to add OpenMP.

OpenMP and MPI are often used in hybrid code. MPI is used to express coarse-

grained parallelism, such as distributing processes containing OpenMP across nodes

of a cluster. OpenMP then provides fine-grained parallelism within each node. This

kind of hierarchical parallelism is vital to many large-scale applications. Inherent in

programming these hybrid applications is the use of multiple programming models.

While it works – and works well – the upfront cost in development may be a deterrent.

Codes are more complex and harder to debug. Enhancing the OpenMP API to be

more expressive in directing parallelism and to provide a feature for data locality

might move OpenMP closer to providing a single programming model that achieves

performance similar to these hybrid applications.

There are several languages, language extensions, and communication libraries

available for parallel programming. The communication libraries, like MPI, ARMCI,

and GASNet, as well as other, are inherently low-level, as mentioned previously.

The PGAS languages and the earlier HPF are arguably improvements over using
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communication libraries as they provide a higher level of abstraction. However,

users are still mostly limited to SPMD-minded programming model and lack task

parallelism and nested parallelism [45]. Cilk introduces task-oriented model and,

while providing nested parallelism, it fails to provide abstractions for easily operating

on distributed arrays. Java has the ability to produce parallel applications, but is

criticized for being “heavyweight” and ine�cient in its parallelism [26] and deficient

in handling di↵erent data types [86].

Of all of these parallel programming models, OpenMP has good reasons for its con-

tinued use in developing parallel solutions to scientific problems. Namely, OpenMP

• is widely used in the HEC community.

• provides programmer with a high level of abstraction.

• allows incremental introduction of parallelism to sequential code while main-

taining its sequential semantics.

• builds on well known sequential programming languages, allowing for short

learning periods and increased productivity.

• is platform independent and provides code that is portable to non-OpenMP

compilers.

• o↵ers a global view of memory.

• allows nested parallelism and dynamic thread creation.

• o↵ers fine-grained parallelism.

• is well supported and is a highly touted feature in a number of commercial

compilers. Version 3.0 has been implemented in most commercial compilers

within six months of being ratified.
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2.3.2 OpenMP’s Weaknesses with Respect to Scaling

For all of its strengths for parallel programming, OpenMP has some weaknesses that

need addressing if it is to be used future manycore machines. Addressing some or all

of these deficiencies o↵ers great potential for OpenMP being used in the long term

and being adopted by a broader community. The main complaint with OpenMP is

its inability to scale to systems with large numbers of processors. Since it uses a

shared-memory model, it is ill-suited for distributed-memory systems. Good perfor-

mance of OpenMP programs on ccNUMA systems requires particular attention on

the part of the programmer to be given to locality since there is no way to express

locality or task/data a�nity within the “language” [49]. A poor understanding of

OpenMP’s memory model may lead to inconsistent performance. OpenMP has no

idea of thread groupings like MPI’s groups. Work is generally done by all or one of

the available threads. OpenMP does not allow for thread placement or reuse. Once

a parallel region ends, thread behavior is implementation defined. For example, line

3 in Listing 2.1 shows a nested parallel region. Within each iteration of the outer

region a nested parallel region is created and terminated. OpenMP provides no way

to reuse the threads in successive inner parallel regions. The inner (nested) thread

team may be repeatedly created and destroyed, magnifying the overhead of thread

creation and implied barriers.

The OpenMP barrier, implicit or explicit, is a frequently used synchronization

construct but it is di�cult to implement in a manner that scales to high thread

counts. To demonstrate this, I ran the EPCC Barrier Synchronization Microbench-

mark [43, 97, 41] with four OpenMP implementation, Intel’s icc version 12, PGI’s
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#pragma omp parallel for
for (i = 0; i < count; i++)

#pragma omp parallel for
for ( j = 0; j < count; j++)
{

work()
}

Listing 2.1 Nested Openmp Parallel Regions in C

pgcc version 11.9, GNU’s gcc version 4.7.2, and OpenUH’s uhcc version 3.0.23 based

on Open64 5.0. Figure 2.5 shows a comparison of the overheads of explicit barriers

available in a few popular commercial and open source OpenMP implementations

as measured by the microbenchmark. These results were obtained on a machine

using four 2.2 GHz 12-core AMD Opteron processors (48 cores total) and 64 GB

of memory. Each point on the graph represents the average of three executions of

the microbenchmark for each implementation. The implementations used were In-

tel, PGI, OpenUH, and Gnu. Of these four popular implementations, only the PGI

(shown with a dotted line) implementation scales well to 32 threads.

Because barriers are relied upon for synchronization in a vast number of al-

gorithms, their ine�ciencies contribute proportionally to the lack of scalability of

OpenMP implementations. Codes that run e�ciently with a low number of threads

often prove very ine�cient executing with high thread counts. This is not accept-

able for many applications working on large datasets (in the tens to hundreds of

gigabytes). OpenMP is not acceptable for some of these applications for this reason.

One particular feature OpenMP currently lacks is the ability to bind work to spe-

cific hardware resources in a manner independent of system specifics. Data locality
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Figure 2.5 Comparison of the results of the EPCC Barrier Synchro-
nization Microbenchmark for some commercial and open source com-
pilers (Intel icc, PGI pgcc, OpenUH uhcc, and GNU gcc). Only pgcc
(shown with dotted line) implements an OpenMP barrier which scales to
32 threads.

in a program is likely the most significant challenge when using a cache-coherent

nonuniform memory access (cc-NUMA) architecture. This ability can insure data

remains close to the threads using and prevent thread migration with unforeseen

events such as a context switch by the OS. It may also be beneficial to move threads

to di↵erent data sets rather than migrate data sets to di↵erent nodes in a clus-

ter [50]. Though some systems provide mechanisms to designate hardware on which

to place threads (e.g. dplace for SGI and pbind for Solaris), these are for the most

part system-dependent and infringe OpenMP’s goal of portability. Research toward

extending OpenMP to add a data locality/thread a�nity mechanism shows great

promise [48, 49, 69, 116, 121].

The current OpenMP version [17] includes task parallelism but still lacks an e�-

cient mechanism for expressing data locality. One proposal [71] is to add the ability
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for the programmer to explicitly manage the layout of a program’s data and align

tasks and data with the goal of minimizing data access costs or a concept of easily

grouping tasks.

2.3.3 OpenMP Lacks Point-to-Point Synchronization

A vital part of parallel execution is the ability to synchronize work among concurrent

work elements (threads, tasks, processes, etc.). OpenMP relies on barriers, which

involve entire thread teams and do not scale very well. There is no provision for ex-

pressing point-to-point synchronization or synchronization among a subset of threads

(implicit tasks) in the thread team. The latter has been investigated and while it

may o↵er benefits [49], it will not likely be adopted for the OpenMP specification.

Consider the use of a omp barrier in a parallel region. The barrier must be

executed by all threads in the encountering thread team. While this may require

relatively small overhead for a small thread team, this becomes a significant perfor-

mance problem for a large thread teams. As the thread counts increase, the composite

idle time of threads waiting in a barrier increases, too, especially in the presence of

unbalanced code. It is a very ine�cient use of resources for, say, sixty-three threads

to wait in a barrier for the last thread to reach the barrier. Now consider hundreds

of threads, which is where high end architectures are heading.

The other synchronizations OpenMP does provide are often problematic. The flush

directive for enforcing cache coherence is often misunderstood, misused, and poorly
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implemented [112, 67]. Critical regions are problematic as well [114]. Using low-

level locks is error prone. Writing shared data requires an explicit atomic directive

or a critical region, which a↵ects all threads involved. And OpenMP provides no

transactions, which may be beneficial [87].

Of particular interest in this study is the lack of a fine-grained ability to synchro-

nize tasks using OpenMP, which prevents it from adequately scaling to the large

numbers of threads present in recently deployed, high-end systems. OpenMP’s re-

liance on synchronization constructs that involve entire thread teams creates execu-

tion often bottlenecks. Tasks must execute with limited synchronization capabilities

and prevents scalability with high thread counts. In this study I will explore the

feasibility of tasks synchronizing in a point-to-point fashion.

2.4 Prior Work with OpenMP in the OpenUH

Compiler Suite

OpenUH [90] is a portable optimizing OpenMP Fortran/C/C++ compiler developed

to support OpenMP research. It is based on the Open64 [9] compiler framework

and extends Open64’s existing analysis and optimization and provides a source-to-

source translation where no native back end is available. OpenUH is compliant with

OpenMP 2.5 and is currently being modified for the recently ratified 3.0 specification.

The OpenMP translation in OpenUH consists of the backend processing phase, the

prelowering phase, and finally the lowering phase. The backend processing phase
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Original code Translated into OMP DO/FOR

#pragma omp sections 

{

  #pragma omp section

   section1();

  #pragma omp section

   section2();

  #pragma omp section

   section3();

}

....

for(omp_section = 

__ompv_temp_do_lower; 

__ompv_temp_do_upper >= 

omp_section; 

   omp_section = omp_section + 1){   

      switch(omp_section){   

        case 0 : goto _1; 

        case 1 : goto _2; 

        case 2 : goto _3; 

   }   

   _1 :; section1(); goto _4; 

   _2 :; section2(); goto _4; 

   _3 :; section3();

   _4 :;

}   

....

Figure 2.6 Translation of OpenMP sections to a Microtask.

does pre-order processing of the program units (PU) and all of its child PUs. Prelow-

ering tries to pre-process OpenMP directives by translating them into a generic code

form (MP) before being implemented with calls to the OpenMP runtime library.

Some directives must be converted into an MP-compatible form. For instance, Fig-

ure 2.6 shows how an OpenMP sections directive is converted to an DO or for loop.

The lowering phase generates a microtask from the PU which is then inlined into

the original function (like a nested function), as illustrated in Figure 2.7. The use

of inlining as opposed to outlining allows shared data to reside in the original func-

tion and be accessed by the microtask without indirection, which may interfere with

some optimizations. Inlining allows optimizing compilers like OpenUH to analyze

and optimize the original function and the microtask in a single scope [81].

I modified the OpenMP translation and runtime library to accommodate nested

parallelism in compliance with the 2.5 standard.
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Original code
Default translation: 

microtask creation + two versions code segments

#include <omp.h>

int main(void)

{

  #pragma omp parallel

  printf("Hello,world.!\n");

}

// Nested microtask generated from parallel region

void __ompregion_main1(  _INT32 __ompv_gtid_a__0, _UINT64 

__ompv_slink_a__0) {

......

 printf((_INT8)“Hello,world.!\n”);

  return;

} /* __ompregion_main1 */

......

// Detecting binding level during runtime

  __ompv_in_parallel__0 = __ompc_in_parallel();

  __ompv_ok_to_fork__0 = __ompc_can_fork();

  if(((__ompv_in_parallel__0 == 0) && 

(__ompv_ok_to_fork__0 == 1)))

  {  // Parallel version 

    __ompc_fork(0, &__ompregion_main1, reg__7);

  }

  else

  { // Sequential version

    __ompv_gtid_s__1 = __ompc_get_thread_num();

    __ompc_serialized_parallel(__ompv_gtid_s__1);

    init();

    _ompc_end_serialized_parallel(__ompv_gtid_s__1);

  }

......

Figure 2.7 Translation of a Parallel Region Showing an Inlined Micro-
task

2.5 Point-to-Point Synchronization

The synchronization of two execution streams, be they processes, threads, or some

smaller granularity of execution, is often referred to as point-to-point synchroniza-

tion. Rather than a barrier synchronization involving all execution streams, like the

barrier construct in OpenMP, a point-to-point synchronization allows coordination

between two execution streams, for instance two MPI processes. This is often the

case in producer-consumer styles of execution.

Point-to-point synchronization is often used in algorithms in which the value of

an array element depends on the value of it’s nearest neighbors in the array. An

execution stream can use point-to-point synchronization to only update a value once
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the values it depends on are updated, as is the case in common stencil computations.

However, OpenMP provides no such capability between threads or tasks. E↵orts

have been made, however, achieve this kind of synchronization using counters and

omp flush in non-trivial manners. A similar e↵ort is used in the NAS Parallel Bench-

mark LU for OpenMP. Bull and Ball [42] even conclude that such synchronization

if beneficial, but in order to be useful, it must be straight forward in its use, maybe

by using a directive in lieu of a barrier or a clause in the place of a nowait.

The Habanero Project [3] at Rice University introduced a new twist on synchro-

nization constructs with phasers [104, 105, 106] for use with the Java-based X10

variant Habanero Java [36, 44]. Phasers provide both of including signal-wait syn-

chronization between two activities(tasks) or barrier among a group of tasks. Of

particular interest to this work is the signal-wait, also known as post-wait, capability

for point-to-point synchronization. Phasers are based on the clocks introduced by

X10 (Section 2.2.4). In Habanero Java, an activity may register with at least one

phaser to synchronize its “phases” of execution with other activities. Activities reg-

ister with a phaser as signal-only, wait-only, or both. The phaser is then responsible

for dictating when a signal is received and allow waiting activities to continue exe-

cuting. The phaser API in the Habanero Java language, though, is overly complex

as it tries to be all synchronizations for all situations. While this idea may provide

novel research, in practice it seems too complex for use by domain users.
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Chapter 3

OpenMP Tasks

Parallel applications with irregular and/or dynamic workloads, like those with pointer

chasing or recursive function calls, are di�cult or impossible to write using OpenMP

with tasks, so the inclusion of asynchronous tasks in OpenMP 3.0 makes it easier to

express the parallelism that exists in this in them. The inclusion of tasks in the 3.0

specification of OpenMP [12] is important because it not only extends the scope of

the previously loop-centric API but it opens up new possibilities for using OpenMP

to include these applications.

Before extending OpenMP for task-to-task synchronization, I studied the imple-

mentation of OpenMP tasks in the OpenUH compiler and their execution in code.

In this chapter I present an overview of OpenMP tasks, some implementation con-

siderations, and a case study of using tasks in every-day types of programs.
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3.1 OpenMP Task API

The OpenMP API was already mature when tasks where added to version 3.0, so ac-

commodations for legacy codes were made to fit a tasking API into the thread-based

fork-join parallel model of the 2.5 version of the specification. In earlier versions

(2.5 and prior), the basic unit of concurrency is the OpenMP thread, defined as an

execution entity with a stack and some associated static memory. Each OpenMP

program is said to begin with an initial thread executing an implicit (inactive) par-

allel region, synonymous with the sequential part of the program. When the initial

(master) thread encounters a parallel construct, an explicit (active) parallel region is

formed and the master thread is said to fork a group of slave threads. The master

and slave threads form a thread team that executes the parallel region as prescribed

by the enclosed directives. When execution of the parallel region concludes, the slave

threads join (in some way cease execution of code) the master thread to continue

with sequential execution.

Under the 3.0 and later specifications, the basic unit of concurrency is viewed

as the task, defined to be an instance of executable code and its associated data

environment. A task, either implicit or explicit, is comprised of an instance of exe-

cutable code and its associated data environment. At any given time, each OpenMP

thread is said to be executing a task. Until the thread encounters a task construct,

the thread is executing an implicit task. When a thread encounters a task region,

an explicit task is created. The fork-join execution model remains unchanged from
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previous versions of OpenMP. Essentially, each thread (execution entity with stack

and memory) is simply mapped to a task (code and data).

For the remainder of this discussion, I use the term task to refer to an explicit

OpenMP task unless otherwise stated. Although the OpenMP Standards Commit-

tee has updated the specification, redefining the execution model and terminology

to include homogeneous environments, this work is based on the OpenMP 3.0 spec-

ification.

3.1.1 Task Constructs

An (explicit) OpenMP task is formed when a thread encounters a task construct

(see Listings 3.1 and 3.2). The actual execution of the task may be immediate or

delayed at the discretion of the implementation. A task may contain an if clause,

which, in the event that its conditional expression evaluates to false, will cause the

encountering thread to suspend the current task region and immediately execute the

newly generated task. The if clause can for thought of as saying “if TRUE, create

a task, otherwise, execute now.” An implementation is also allowed to suspend the

execution and creation of tasks, with some limitations, in order to promote system

e�ciency. The specification defines task scheduling points as locations in the code

where tasks may be suspended in deference to executing another task, presumably

to exploit some optimization.

A task is tied to its execution thread by default. Once the execution of a tied

task begins on a thread, it must be executed in its entirety by that thread. This
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#pragma omp task [clauses]
{

structured block of code
}

Listing 3.1 OpenMP Task Directive for C/C++

!$omp task [clauses]
structured block of code

!$omp end task

Listing 3.2 OpenMP Task Directive for Fortran

execution need not necessarily be continuous unto completion, but if the tied task

is suspended, it must resume on the thread that suspended it. The programmer

may prevent this behavior by using the untied clause in the task directive. In this

case, the task may be allowed to migrate among threads. In order to maintain some

locality, it is assumed that performance will degrade when tasks migrate, though this

is not necessarily the case.

OpenMP tasks may take data-sharing attributes like other constructs to designate

its data as shared, private, or firstprivate. Unlike the data-sharing attributes

for parallel and worksharing constructs, in the absence of any data-sharing clauses,

the data in a task is firstprivate. Since tasks will be executed asynchronously,

the values of firstprivate data are acquired and preserved from the time of task

creation until execution to prevent them from changing or going out of scope prior

to execution of the task.

Synchronization is accomplished by using the taskwait and barrier constructs.

The definition of the barrier was broadened to accommodate tasks by requiring
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#pragma omp parallel
{

#pragma omp task
bar();

}

Listing 3.3 A Parallel Region Creating Tasks: all implicit threads
created identical tasks for executing the function bar().

#pragma omp parallel for
{

for( i ... )
#pragma omp task
foo( i );

}

Listing 3.4 A for loop to create unique tasks using OpenMP parallel

for construct. All threads in the parallel region are involved in task
creation.

all previously created tasks to complete prior to threads executing an encountered

barrier. At such a time, all threads are required to execute the barrier before any

can proceed. Upon encountering a taskwait construct, the current task must wait

for all child tasks to conclude before resuming execution.

3.1.2 Task Examples

Tasks can appear virtually any where in a program. If the task region is enclosed

directly by a parallel region, each implicit task will generate the same task (List-

ing 3.3). It is more likely that either a for (Listing 3.4) or single construct will be

used.
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!$OMP PARALLEL PRIVATE(J)
!$OMP SINGLE

do j = 1, N, 1
!$OMP TASK

call workon(j)
!$OMP END TASK

end do
!$OMP END SINGLE
!$OMP END PARALLEL

Listing 3.5 A Fortran loop to create unique tasks using a SINGLE

construct. Only one thread in the parallel region is involoved in creating
tasks.

Some codes use algorithms that prevent their parallelization using OpenMP con-

structs other than tasks without significant, and often expensive, restructuring or

complete rewriting. For instance, OpenMP loops must have a static number of itera-

tions, like C for and Fortran do loops. This means loops using while and do-while

of unknown or dynamic length cannot be parallelized using OpenMP with the loop

construct, but can be using the task construct. While it is possible in theory to

parallelize recursive routines with OpenMP sections, this requires using an imple-

mentation that supports nested parallelism, which is optional in the standard and

could quickly consume all the threads available in the system. It may also be the case

that a recursive call is conditional, in which case OpenMP sections are inadequate

since the number of recursive call is unknown.

Listing 3.6 shows the Fibonacci kernel with two task directives with shared

clauses. Notice the value of n in each task has an implicit firstprivate data-

sharing attribute while x and y are explicitly shared. Each task created must finish,

in a↵ect, assigning values to x and y before returning their sum (x + y) the caller.
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The recursive nature of this implementation of the Fibonacci kernel is not other-

wise parallelizable using OpenMP.1 Listing 3.7 shows an example of using tasks to

parallelize a routine with conditionally recursive calls.

int fib( int n ) {
int x, y;
if ( n < 2 )

return n;
else {

#pragma omp task shared(x)
x = fib( n - 1 );

#pragma omp task shared(y)
y = fib( n - 2 );

#pragma omp taskwait
return x + y;

}
}

Listing 3.6 A näıve implementation of the Fibonacci kernel using
OpenMP tasks with recursion.

int foo (...){
...
if ( cond )
#pragma omp task
foo (...);
...
}
return x;

}

Listing 3.7 Conditionally Recursive Routine

The processing of nodes in linked data structures is often done by following point-

ers through a list or tree until a null pointer is reached. The size of these structures

often unknown and use the presence of a null pointer is use as the termination point.

1Please note it is merely meant to demonstrate the usage of OpenMP tasks without regard to
optimizing performance considerations.
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Listing 3.8 shows an example of using tasks to do this concurrently provided the

processing of each node is independent of the results of processing other nodes.

#pragma omp parallel
{

#pragma omp single
{

node *p = head;
p = head;
while( p != NULL )
{

#pragma omp task
workon( p );
p = p->next;

}
}

}

Listing 3.8 An example of a pointer chasing routine using OpenMP.

3.2 OpenMP Task Implementations

It is important to provide a well engineered tasking implementation for the OpenMP

runtime for performance, extensibility, and maintenance. While performance and

maintenance should go without saying, an implementation needs to mature as the

specification matures. The task API is relatively new and is evolving to adapt to

the ever-changing nature of HPC systems, so it is therefore important to design an

implementation with this in mind. Additionally, it is possible that implementations

become task-based even in their non-task constructs. It is also feasible that infor-

mation from the compiler could be used with a runtime solely based on tasks [117].
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These considerations reveal how crucial it is for the the tasking runtime to be e�cient

at the outset.

An OpenMP runtime implementation is typically comprised of at least two com-

ponents, a compiler that translates OpenMP constructs and a runtime system to

support. The compiler, supporting at least one for the base languages C, C++ or

Fortran, will translate the OpenMP constructs into a modified version of the pro-

gram code by inserting routines to manage the execution prescribed in the by the

programmer in the code. These routines are found in the OpenMP runtime library

and manage the thread scheduling and synchronization as well as the scheduling of

tasks. The e�ciency of the implementation lies with the runtime library and the

compiler’s ability to optimize the translated OpenMP code. While the compiler can

often optimize a program containing the translated OpenMP code, it is linked with

a pre-built library, which crucial to be as e�cient as possible.

In this section I describe some considerations for the implementation of tasks

and provide examples from the OpenUH compiler and its OpenMP runtime library

(RTL) for managing the creation, scheduling, and execution of tasks. The OpenUH

RTL attempts to maximize concurrency while maintaining a balanced load of work

among threads and locality to enable better performance. All of these factors are

influenced by the choices of data structures for holding unfinished tasks, techniques

for task switching and synchronization, and the manner in which tasks are created

and executed.
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3.2.1 Task Pool Organization

Task schedulers are typically built around a set of task pools used for holding tasks

ready for execution [77]. These pools can take the form of a central pool for all

threads to share, or a complex tree using an system of moving tasks from the root

to the leaves exclusive to each thread.

Centralized Queue A straight-forward approach is the create a centralized queue

shared among all threads involved in the task region. As tasks are created, they are

enqueued at the tail of the queue while threads looking for work removed ready

tasks from the head. In this case, the queue functions with the typical “first in, first

out” behavior. This organization is easily implemented and promotes load balancing,

but with higher thread counts, the contention on the queue limits performance and

scalability. This contention can be alleviated by allowing threads to take multiple

tasks with each access, which leads to some form of task storage more local to threads.

Distributed Queues With distributed queues, each thread or group of thread

may be responsible for managing its own queue. While this will reduce or eliminate

the contention problem seen with the single, centralized queue, it can additionally

provide locality if the runtime can place related tasks in the same queue. However,

it may also introduce a load-balancing problem. If a queue becomes empty, its

associated thread(s) may become idle while other queues still contain tasks. The

load balance can be improved by allowing otherwise idle threads to steal tasks from

non-empty queues.
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Hierarchical Queues Hierarchical queues provide yet another approach in which

queues are organized in a tree structure. When a task is created it is placed on a

root queue. Typically threads access their private queues first, then progress up the

tree until work is found. When work is found, some number of tasks are moved down

one level in the tree, e↵ectively assigning that work to a subset of the threads. A

major advantage of this approach is that it provides a natural way to represent the

underlying architecture, especially in terms of memory hierarchy. Shared queues may,

for example, be associated with processors that share a common memory. However,

since more queues exist, it can require multiple accesses to find work and move it

down to private queues where they can be accessed quickly.
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Figure 3.1 Organization of queues (deques) for storing unfinished tasks
in OpenUH.

The OpenUH RTL implementation provides various configurations for tasks pools

that can be chosen at runtime by setting the Open64 O64 OMP TASK POOL environ-

ment variable. If set to DEFAULT (or left unset), the default pool will use a variation

of the distributed queue strategy based on local queues with work stealing, where
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each thread has a public and private local queue (see Figure 3.1). The public queues

are accessible by all threads and are used for work-stealing. A private queue, on

the other hand, can only be accessed by its own thread. By using multiple public

queues instead of a shared global queue, contention is distributed across the system.

The queues are doubly-ended queues, or deques, to allow flexibility when developing

scheduling algorithms, and are implemented as doubly-linked lists. Locks are used

on public queues to guarantee mutual exclusion.

The other valid task pools (SIMPLE, SIMPLE, SIMPLE 2LEVEL, and PUBLIC PRIVATE)

allow the user to experiment with di↵erent task pool configurations. Each in some

way reflects a variation on the task pools discussed previously. For example, the

SIMPLE pool provides one task queue per thread to hold all tasks whether tied or

untied. The SIMPLE 2LEVEL pool provides each thread with two queues, one for tied

and one for untied tasks, and an additional community queue in which additional

untied tasks may be held and taken by any idle thread.

3.2.2 Task Scheduling

The OpenMP specification does not prescribe the algorithm for scheduling tasks for

execution. The basic job of a task scheduling protocol is to decide when to execute

a task and which thread executes it. Two important considerations of scheduling

design are data locality and load balancing. To address the former, tasks operating

on the same data should be scheduled for execution on the same thread to improve

data reuse, especially on NUMA architectures. The scheduling protocol should also
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be able to dynamically balance the workload on the threads, ensuring that all the

threads do the same amount of work.

Task schedules can be broadly classified as work-first or breadth-first. Work-first

schedulers execute tasks immediately after they are created and suspend execution

of the parent task, leading to a depth-first creation and execution of tasks. Breadth-

first schedulers, on the other hand, have parent tasks create all child tasks before

executing them. Breadth-first schedulers may generate a large number of tasks,

increasing opportunities for parallelism, but the depth-first execution of work-first

schedulers will lead to better data reuse.

Our default implementation attempts to merge the benefits of both classes of

schedulers. We create tasks in a breadth-first order. As a task executes, any subse-

quent task constructs encountered will result in the enqueuing of the task, in LIFO

order, for later execution. The LIFO ordering allows a depth-first execution of the

tasks while child tasks may be stolen from the back-end of the deque. This method

benefits from the data locality of depth-first execution but requires more memory

for storing the excess tasks. While this can become a problem when the number of

tasks goes beyond some threshold for a given system, it can also be alleviated with

some nuancing of the task scheduling at run time. We discuss this further in Section

3.2.3.

A thread will first look for work in its private queue to complete execution of any

tied tasks, then in its public queue, and finally in another thread’s public queue.

This provides more opportunities for other threads to steal tasks to promote better

load-balancing. Our experimental results suggest that allowing a thread only a single
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attempt to steal results in the best performance. If the attempt to steal fails, the

thread resumes execution of its implicit task. The implicit task is not placed on the

deque but is merely suspended and restarted when there are no more tasks left to

be executed.

The task schedule can be influenced via the O64 OMP TASK QUEUE environment

variable. Possible values include DEQUE (default), FIFO, LIFO, CFIFO, and INV DEQUE.

These designate how tasks are enqueued and dequeued. For example, FIFO set the

schedule to place unfinished tasks on the tail but get them from the head, as well

as direct task stealing to occur from the head. LIFO is similar except the tasks are

accessed only from the tail for placing and taking. CFIFO establishes a FIFO ordering

with concurrent access to the head and tail. Not all of these values are compatible

with all task pool values mentioned in Section 3.2.1.

While the underlying implementation of the queue has no bearing on the schedule,

it may impact the performance. By setting the O64 OMP QUEUE STORAGE environment

variable, the user can compare various implementations of the queue, like an array

or a linked list.

3.2.3 Regulating Task Creation

A task-generating program can overload a system’s resources, like memory usage,

placing a strain on the system. Recursive algorithms, in particular, can quickly

generate millions of tasks. While the inclusion of a mechanism for regulating task

creation is necessary, not all mechanisms provide an ideal environment for all codes.
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We have implemented a variable for choosing the task creation condition, or cuto↵,

scheme that best fits a given application. If the condition is not met, tasks are not

placed on the queue but executed immediately. In keeping with the spirit of other

OpenMP runtime controls, the cuto↵ is controlled with a new environment variable,

O64 OMP TASK CUTOFF, and a corresponding internal control variable. This allows

flexibility at runtime and easy experimentation to find the optimal scheme for a

given application.

Values for O64 OMP TASK CUTOFF include ALWAYS, NEVER, and DEPTH:limit. ALWAYS

will cuto↵ all deferral and execute all tasks as they are encountered while NEVER

removes any cuto↵ conditions and all tasks are enqueued. The NUM THREADS and

DEPTH conditions [56] allow the programmer to set a limit on the total number of

tasks and the depth in the task graph produced respectively.

3.2.4 Task Synchronization

Synchronization constructs available for tasks are omp taskwait and omp barrier

constructs. The omp barrier construct requires all threads to execute the barrier

and all explicit tasks in the binding parallel region to complete execution before

any execution proceeds beyond the barrier. Di↵erent barrier implementations are

available through the O64 OMP XBARRIER TYPE environment variables. Details on

these can be found in work by Nanjegowda [88].

The omp taskwait construct forces a parent task to wait for all its child tasks to

complete before continuing execution. Note that this construct only a↵ects the tasks
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Figure 3.2 Flow of a task through the system

generated by the parent and not subsequent tasks that may be generated by the child

tasks. Each child task maintains a pointer to its parent task, and each parent keeps a

count of the child tasks it creates. When a task finishes execution it decrements the

parent’s counter using an atomic operation. A parent task encountering a taskwait

construct is suspended until its last completing child places it back on the proper

deque – the private deque of the owning thread for a tied task, or any public deque

for an untied task. Two likely choices are the deque of the thread which began its

execution or that of the thread executing the child waking it up from the suspended

state. In our experiments, the latter choice resulted in better performance. An

overview of this algorithm is shown in Figure 3.2.

The recent OpenMP 4.0 specification added a new taskgroup which di↵ers from

the taskwait. Where taskwait requires the encountering task to wait for only
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immediate child tasks, the taskgroup construct requires the encountering task to

wait also for child tasks as well as all their descendent tasks.

3.2.5 Task Switching

As mentioned in Section 3.2.2, OpenMP defines task scheduling points where a thread

may suspend execution of its current task and begin or resume execution of another

task bound to the current thread team. This is called task switching. In order to

support this, an implementation must be able to move the data environment asso-

ciated with tasks across threads. For simplicity and flexibility, we initially chose to

implement task switching using a user-level thread library by extending the Portable

Coroutines Library (PCL) [82]. The library uses either the setjump/longjmp or

ucontext interfaces depending on the support of the system. The library was modi-

fied to make it thread safe, and extended the basic data structure used to implement

coroutines to contain the data attributes needed for OpenMP tasks.

However, PCL was found to have excessive overheads, so the implementation was

rewritten to improve this. The current implementation tracks the state of each task,

whether unscheduled, running, finished, etc. When a task reaches a condition causing

a switch, the task simply executes a task from a pool of tasks ready to execute. When

this new task completes, the original task resumes execution.
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3.3 Why Tasks?

The OpenMP specification defines a task to be “[a] specific instance of executable

code and its data environment, generated when a thread encounters a task construct

or a parallel construct.” A task may be any granularity of a program such as a

function or method or a structured block. One could even consider an entire program

to be a single task. Therefore, any program may be decomposed into a set of tasks,

any subset of which may or may not be executed concurrently. It then becomes

an exercise of coordinating the tasks to execute in a manner that yields the desired

result. By partitioning a program into tasks, it becomes possible to map tasks to

processor cores to obtain concurrency provided any necessary communication among

the tasks is available [78].

This is quite di↵erent than using the threading paradigm previously used by

OpenMP. OpenMP views a thread not as “code and environment” but as an “execu-

tion entity with a stack and associate static memory.” Therefore, a program cannot

be decomposed by threads since the execution of threads occurs dynamically and is

inherently non-deterministic. Decomposition by tasks can often be done statically

by the user. Therefore, the tasking paradigm gives the user greater control over any

coordination of work as long as adequate synchronization capabilities are available.

In addition to the tasking models mentioned earlier (Section 2.2.3), several other

programming models use task-like execution models for concurrency. CUDA [22,

99], OpenMP’s new device targeting [24], PGI’s acc directive (prior to OpenACC),

OpenCL [64], The Multicore Association’s MTAPI [21], and OpenACC [23], all use
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defined functions or code blocks (kernels) which are o✏oaded to a GPU or accelerator

for execution. Each of these is essentially creating tasks and have merged into open

standards.

Additionally, Apple’s GCD (Section 2.2.3) and Microsoft’s TPL (Section 2.2.3)

have put tasks in the hands and on the desktops of millions of consumers through

mobile and desktop software. It seems clear that tasks are a well accepted idea

among programmers and proven to be fundamental to creating parallel programs.
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Chapter 4

Task-to-Task Synchronization

Asynchronous tasks are an important piece of the multicore/manycore programming

puzzle. As part of a flexible, expressive on-node programming model, tasks have

been shown to provide a concise method of directing concurrency in applications.

Currently, however, OpenMP lacks the ability for tasks to communicate or other-

wise synchronize there execution. Here, I extend the OpenMP API to do just that.

This will not only provide a more expressive programming model, but will also make

possible the parallelization of algorithms previously di�cult or impossible without

significant restructuring. In addition to the API, I have also designed a possible

translation for the Open64 compiler framework and implemented the necessary run-

time support in the OpenUH compiler suite.

In this chapter, Section 4.1 motivates the need for fine-grained task synchroniza-

tion in OpenMP. Section 4.2 presents an overview of a proposed API for task-to-task

synchronization in OpenMP. Sections 4.4-4.5 describe a possible compiler translation
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and a corresponding reference implementation. Details of my proposed extension to

the OpenMP API for task-to-task synchronization can be found in Appendix A.

4.1 Motivation

As mentioned in Section 3.3, a program can be divided into sets of tasks where some

subset may be executed concurrently and the synchronization of the tasks becomes

critical. Communication among tasks would enhance the synchronization of tasks.

Distributed memory programming modules use explicit message passing, as in the

case of MPI, while shared memory programming passes messages via shared memory.

Therefore, it is a logical step to provide communication among explicit tasks, such

as those defined in OpenMP. Concurrency among tasks could then be increased in

the presence of inter-task communication. Determining the communication patterns

among tasks is key to executing a program partitioned into tasks [78].

The OpenMP specification defines two directives for the creation and synchro-

nization of asynchronous tasks. These tasks are independent instances of code and

their data environments that may be executed in no specific order. The order in

which tasks are executed is actually implementation dependent and the completion

of a task is guaranteed only by the proper use of synchronization constructs by the

programmer. The inclusion of tasks allows for irregular parallelism that can not

be exploited by OpenMP’s worksharing constructs. However, the exclusion of any

communication between tasks prevents the exploitation of some types of parallelism,

in particular, iterative algorithms with loop-carried dependences.
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1 for(i = 1; i < NX; i++)
2 for(j = 1; j < NY; j++)
3 v[i][j] = v[i][j] + a*v[i][j-1] + b*v[i-1][j-1];

Listing 4.1 A simple loop-nest with a dependences between iterations.

Consider the code snippet in Listing 4.1. The loop-carried dependences in line 3

prevent the use of an OpenMP worksharing loop as this causes a data race provided

the array v is shared among threads. In order to properly compute this loop in

a parallel fashion, a pipeline or wave-front ordering of computation could be used.

If the iteration for i = 1 could signal a waiting iteration for i = 2 when newly

calculated values of v[1][j] and v[1][j-1] are available, all iterations could execute

concurrently.

Clever use of tasks could be used to circumvent the di�culty with barrier imple-

mentations (Section 2.3.2) by using fine-grained point-to-point synchronization. Con-

ventional methodologies for point-to-point synchronization employ some form of the

signal-wait paradigm. When a computational unit (producer), be it a task, thread,

or process, reaches a designated point in the code at which it has produced a value

needed by another computational unit (consumer), the producer signals the consumer

that the newly computed value is ready. Meanwhile, if the consumer reaches the point

at which the needed value is to be read, it must wait until it receives the signal that

the needed value is ready. Threading libraries often use such signal/wait mechanisms

and terminology (like pthread cond signal() and pthread cond wait()).

Di↵erent methods for point-to-point synchronization have been studied [28, 39,

120] in various programming models and in the context of OpenMP [42]. Others
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argue for the ability to define dependencies rather that explicit synchronizations [63,

109, 57]. These, however, lack the ability to adapt to a dynamic work load.

With the appearance of the flexibility of recent synchronization concepts [104, 105,

106, 107] and the growing number of dynamic applications requiring more versatile

synchronizations, basic signal/wait protocols are static and insu�cient. In order to

look forward to the manycore era and more complicated algorithms, a synchroniza-

tion construct that provides multiple functionalities (like barrier and point-to-point

synchronization) will provide expressive and adaptable constructs for programming

models utilizing dynamic tasks. The OpenMP tasking model as it is today lacks

synchronization capabilities such as these.

4.2 API Overview

Inspired by the phaser ’s (see Section 2.5) application interface and functionality, I

have developed a set of new constructs and clauses for OpenMP to enable task-to-task

synchronization, or more generally, synchronization among sets of tasks. The new

omp tasksync construct, which declares a tasksync variable (or array of variables)

and designates its signal/wait capabilities with the mode clause. The existing omp

task construct would accept a synced clause allowing the enclosing task region to

register a tasksync object (or array of objects) with a particular signal/wait mode.

Three new synchronization constructs provide the actual communication with other

tasks via the tasksync objects with which it is registered. The tasksync signal
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and tasksync wait directives signal or wait on other tasks registered with the same

tasksync variable(s). The tasksync next directive combines the signal and wait.

This overview shows C-style directives and syntax. See Appendix A for details

and Fortran syntax. Each of these synchronization constructs could serve as task

scheduling points (as defined by the OpenMP specification) for the purpose of task

switching. Table 4.1 provides a summary of the API.

4.2.1 Tasksync Construct

The tasksync construct creates a tasksync object with which tasks will register and

synchronize. A tasksync object is created with a particular functionality, or mode, in

mind. It can either signal, wait, or do both. A tasksync object maintains the phase

of execution for each task registered with it.

Syntax

#pragma omp tasksync name[(scalar-expression)] clause new-line

Example Create an array of three tasksync objects capable of signaling.

#pragma omp tasksync ts(3) mode(signal)

4.2.2 Synchronization Clause

A new clause for the existing task construct registers its usage of a tasksync object

and specifies the mode the task will use. A task uses the tasksync object to signal
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another task, wait for another task, or both, according to the tasksync’s capabilities.

So a tasksync object that can signal and wait might only be used for signaling by

one task and waiting by another.

Syntax

#pragma omp task synced (ts0:mode0, . . . , tsn:moden) new-line

Example Create a task that registers with tasksync ts(i) to signal

another task.

#pragma omp task synced ts[i] mode(signal)

4.2.3 Signal and Wait Constructs

The new synchronization constructs initiate the actual communication among any

involved tasks. The tasksync signal sends a message to the intermediary tasksync

object(s) that the calling task has reached finished a phase of it’s execution. Once

all tasks registered with a particular tasksync have finished that phase, the tasksync

will signal any waiting tasks to proceed with execution of the next phase.

Syntax

#pragma omp tasksync signal (list) new-line

#pragma omp tasksync wait (list) new-line

#pragma omp tasksync next new-line
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Example Signal tasksync ts[i] of the completion of a phase.

#pragma omp tasksync signal ts[i]

Example Wait for a signal from tasksync ts[i] of the completion of a

phase.

#pragma omp tasksync wait ts[i]

Example Signal tasksync ts[i] of the completion of a phase and wait

on other tasks signaling through ts[i].

#pragma omp tasksync next

4.3 Case Study: Pipelining

Consider the case presented in Listing 4.1. In order to parallelize

for(i = 1; i < NX; i++)
for(j = 1; j < NY; j++)

v[i][j] = v[i][j] + a*v[i][j-1] + b*v[i-1][j-1];

we will use the OpenMP task construct between the for statements, e↵ectively

making each iteration of the j loop a task. Since tasks are asynchronous, these

tasks must be synchronized in order to get a correct result from the computation.

However, the amount of work in this case is, in practice, too small to parallelize

and will actually execute faster sequentially than with OpenMP tasks. So in order

to simulate a larger workload, the work() function (Listing 4.3) will be used for

testing. The operations on matrix v are used to verify correctness of the result.
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1 #pragma omp single
2 for(i = 1; i < NX; i++)
3 #pragma omp task synced(ts[i]:signalOnly , ts[i-1]: waitOnly)
4 for(j = 1; j < NY; j++) {
5 v[i][j] = v[i][j] + a*v[i][j-1] + b*v[i-1][j-1];
6 work();
7 #pragma omp tasksync_next
8 }

Listing 4.2 A simple loop-nest with loop-carried dependences between
iterations.

The omp tasksync next in Line 3 of Listing 4.2 registers each task to signal

tasksync object i and wait for tasksync object i-1. So when tasksync next

(Line 9) is reached, its phase counter is incremented and the appropriate signal and

wait occur.

1 static double work(double x){
2 if ( x != 0 )
3 for (int i = 1; i < 10000; i++)
4 x = x - i/x;
5 return x;
6 }

Listing 4.3 The function work() simulates a large workload using
10,000 iterations in the loop, a medium workload with 1,000 iterations,
or a small workload with 100 iterations.

Results

The testing of the sequential version in Listing 4.1 and the parallel tasksync version

Listing 4.2 was done on GPGPU Server with two 8-core Intel Xeon E5520 CPUs

clocked at 2.27GHz with the Linux operation system CentOS 5.9. Each CPU has 16

GB with 3 levels of cache. See Figure 4.1. All cases use the OpenUH compiler with

optimization level -O3.
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Figure 4.1 Diagram of testing machine’s configuration of two 8-core
Intel Xeon E5520 CPUs. Each has 16GB memory and 3 levels of cache.

Using three matrix sizes with three workloads, I hope to get a indication of how

the amount of work done with di↵erent problem sizes a↵ects the execution time.

This allows a comparison of numbers of tasks (and phases) versus sizes of tasks. All

results are averages of three timings of the application using one to sixteen threads

compared to a sequential execution of the code.

Prior to adding the work() function to simulate a larger workload, the sequential

execution was generally orders of magnitude faster than the parallel execution using

tasks and tasksync. Results of the executions using 10,000 iterations in the work()

function appear in Figures 4.2, 4.3, and 4.4. Each graph showing execution times

is similar with a dramatic drop from two to four threads, the apparent condition

that the benefit of multiple threads begins to overcome the overhead of the parallel

execution. Figures 4.6 and 4.7 show similar patterns for a work() function using

1,000 iterations. However, Figure 4.5 shows that using the small matrix and medium

workload deviates from these previous patterns. This problem size of 100x100 and a

workload of 1,000 iterations shows the poorest performance and least speedup by the
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parallel execution using tasksync for pipelining thus far. It appears that the smaller

number iterations (100 per i and j loops) associated with the small problem size

requires relatively more overhead than with the medium and large problem sizes.

Two factors seem to be at play a↵ecting the execution, workload and matrix size.

A close look at both reveals each provides longer phase, which is the time it takes

to finish one iteration of the inner loop. When the number of iterations of the inner

j loop is increased, this lengthens the time it takes to complete. And naturally, the

increase of work within the iteration lengthens the phases, too. The longer phases

allow more time to be spent in execution of work relative to the parallel overhead,

thus improving speedup of the execution.
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Figure 4.2 Execution time and speedup for test using 100x100 matrix
and 10,000-iteration workload.

Figure 4.3 Execution time and speedup for test using 1,000x1,000 ma-
trix and 10,000-iteration workload.

Figure 4.4 Execution time and speedup for test using 2,000x2,000 ma-
trix and 10,000-iteration workload.
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Figure 4.5 Execution time and speedup for test using 100x100 matrix
and 1,000-iteration workload.

Figure 4.6 Execution time and speedup for test using 1,000x1,000 ma-
trix and 1,000-iteration workload.

Figure 4.7 Execution time and speedup for test using 10,000x10,000
matrix and 1,000-iteration workload.
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Figure 4.8 Execution time and speedup for test using 100x100 matrix
and 100-iteration workload.

Figure 4.9 Execution time and speedup for test using 1,000x1,000 ma-
trix and 100-iteration workload.

Figure 4.10 Execution time and speedup for test using 10,000x10,000
matrix and 100-iteration workload.
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4.4 Compiler Translation

OpenMP is primarily a directive-based API and must rely on the compiler to trans-

late directives into calls to the runtime library. I am using the near production quality

OpenUH [90, 81] compiler, a branch of the Open64 compiler [9]. The OpenUH com-

piler is an optimizing, portable OpenMP compiler capable of generating native code

for IA64 and x86 64 architectures and is also capable of source-to-source compilation

for other architectures using the intermediate representation (IR)-to-source tools.

OpenUH currently has frontends for C/C++ and Fortran 77/90 and an implementa-

tion of Co-array Fortran (CAF) is under development. The OpenMP runtime library

(RTL) used now supports nearly all of OpenMP 3.0. OpenUH and its OpenMP RTL

are open source and freely available on the web at http://www.cs.uh.edu/~openuh.

From this point forward, use of “the compiler” will refer to the OpenUH compiler.

Compilers supporting OpenMP typically translate omp parallel and omp task

constructs by transforming the regions defined by the construct into separate program

units by outlining [40] or inlining [81]. OpenUH inlines both parallel and task

regions by way of nesting the newly formed program unit in the calling function

allowing automatic scoping of shared variables in the program unit.

The compiler uses two levels of abstraction in its library stack 4.11. On the top

level is the OpenMP API, which after compiler translation reveals the OpenMP

Runtime Library API. This runtime library API hides the underlying threading im-

plementation, which is currently pthreads. This stack allows both the user and the
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OpenMP API

Application
writers

OpenMP RTL API

Pthread API

Compiler
writers

Library
writers

#pragma omp parallel
printf("Hello,world.!\n");

Main () {  …
 __ompc_fork(0, &__ompregion_main1, 

! ! reg__7); 
… }

void __ompregion_main1(__ompv_gtid_a__0, 
! !      __ompv_slink_a__0)

{…
 printf("Hello,world.!\n");

}

….
for (i=1; i< threads_to_create; i++) 

{ return_value = pthread_create( 
! &(__omp_level_1_pthread[i].uthread_id), 

! &__omp_pthread_attr, 
! (pthread_entry) __ompc_level_1_slave, 

! (void *)((unsigned long int)i)); 
…

Figure 4.11 OpenMP Library Stack in OpenUH Compiler Suite

library programmer to be removed from any low-level concerns such as multithread-

ing.

There are three critical times during compilation that of OpenMP source code will

be dealt with by the compiler. First in the front-end for parsing and checking syntax

and semantics. Next in the back end where the compiler directives are translated to

library calls before finally linking the OpenMP library itself.

Figure 4.12 Flow of OpenMP Translation in OpenUH Compiler
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4.4.1 Current OpenMP Translation in OpenUH Compiler

Parallel Region The OpenUH compiler translates an OpenMP parallel region

by creating a separate program unit (PU) and nesting it inside the enclosing PU,

a method often called inlining. Consider the simple “Hello, World!” program in

Listing 4.4.

1 int main(int argc , char * argv []){
2

3 #pragma omp parallel
4 printf("Hello , World!\n");
5

6 return 0;
7 }

Listing 4.4 Sample Openmp Program Using C.

In this case, the enclosing function is main and the parallel region is defined by

#pragma omp parallel
printf("Hello , World!\n");

This PU containing the parallel region is nested inside of the PU for function main.

The result would resemble Listing 4.5.1 The inlined PU occupies lines 5–11.

1 int main( int argc , char ** argv){
2 ... /* variable declarations omitted */

3

4 /* inlined (nested) PU */

5 static void __ompregion(_INT32 gtid , _UINT64 slink) {
6 ... /* variable declarations omitted */

7 _temp___slink_sym0 = slink;
8 temp_gtid = gtid;
9 printf("Hello , World!\n");

10 return;
11 } /* __ompregion_main_1 */

12

13 ok_to_fork = 1;
14 if(ok_to_fork) { /* parallel execution */

15 ok_to_fork = __ompc_can_fork ();

1This it is not legal C99 syntax but for explanation purposes only
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16 }
17 if(ok_to_fork) {
18 __ompc_fork (0, &__ompregion_main_1 , reg3);
19 } else { /* can’t fork; serialize */

20 gtid_s1 = __ompc_get_local_thread_num ();
21 __ompc_serialized_parallel ();
22 printf("Hello , World!\n");
23 __ompc_end_serialized_parallel ();
24 }
25 return 0;
26 } /* main */

Listing 4.5 OpenUH Translation of the “Hello, World!” Program

Task Region The technique for translating task regions di↵ers slightly than that

used for translating parallel regions. Listing 4.6 shows a parallel region using a

single region to create one task that prints the number of the OpenMP thread which

executes the task.

1 #pragma omp parallel
2 {
3 #pragma omp single
4 {
5 #pragma omp task
6 {
7 int tid = omp_get_thread_num ();
8 printf("tid = %d\n", tid);
9 }

10 }
11 }

Listing 4.6 An Openmp Parallel Region Containing a Task Region

The task region (above, lines 5–9) would be translated into a separate PU (shown

below, lines 5–15) and placed in a queue (line 22) for scheduling by the OpenMP

runtime library.

1 static void __ompregion_main_1(_INT32 gtid_a , _UINT64 slink_a){
2 ... /* variable declarations omitted */

3

4 /* inlined (nested) PU */
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5 static void __omptask___ompregion_main_1_1(_UINT64 slink_a){
6 ... /* variable declarations omitted */

7

8 _temp___slink_sym2 = slink_a;
9 __ompc_task_body_start ();

10 __comma = omp_get_thread_num ();
11 local_tid = __comma;
12 printf("tid = %d\n", local_tid);
13 __ompc_task_exit ();
14 return;
15 } /* __omptask___ompregion_main_1_1 */

16

17 _temp___slink_sym0 = slink_a;
18 temp_gtid = gtid_a;
19 mpsp_status = __ompc_single(temp_gtid);
20

21 if(mpsp_status == 1)
22 __ompc_task_create (& __omptask___ompregion_main_1_1 , reg3 , 1,

1);
23

24 __ompc_end_single(temp_gtid);
25 __ompc_barrier ();
26 return;
27 } /* __ompregion_main_1 */

Listing 4.7 Translation of the Task Region in Listing 4.6

4.4.2 Design of Tasksync Translation

The translation of the tasksync constructs has not be implemented as of yet. This

will not occur until the runtime API and implementation is finalized. However, the

initial design of the tasksync translation will mostly entail some insertions of runtime

calls.

Using the code snippet from Listing 4.1 (page 66) as an example, I will show

the directives used and their proposed translation. The nested loop example from

Listing 4.1 contains loop-carried dependences that prevent the use of OpenMP as
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defined in the proposed 3.1 specification. Listing A.1 (page 104) shows how this

might be properly parallelized using the tasksync extensions.

The following parallelization of the code in Listing 4.1 will produce an incorrect

result because of the aforementioned loop-carried dependencies and is used only to

demonstrate the translation of the OpenMP constructs. Each iteration of the i loop

becomes a task.

1 #pragma omp parallel
2 {
3 #pragma omp single
4 for(i = 1; i < NX; i++) {
5 #pragma omp task firstprivate(i) shared(v)
6 {
7 for(j = 1; j < NY; j++) {
8 v[i][j] = v[i][j] + a*v[i][j-1] + b*v[i-1][j-1];
9 }

10 }/* end task */

11 #pragma omp taskwait
12 }/* end for i */

13 }/* end parallel */

Listing 4.8 A näıve attempt at parallelizing a loop with loop-carried
dependencies. This will yield an incorrect result.

This näıve attempt at parallelization would yield the translation of OpenMP con-

structs found in Listing 4.9. Notice that each task (or iteration of the i loop) is

nested into the enclosing parallel region’s PU. The value of the loop iteration vari-

able i (declared below in line 3) in this enclosing region is copied into local i (line 7)

in the nested PU (the task region). Due to this nesting, the variables in the outer

PU are in scope in the nested PU. So the i variable in the nested PU is the i variable

declared in line 3 of the enclosing region’s PU.

1 static void __ompregion_main_1(_INT32 gtid_a , _UINT64 slink_a){
2 ... /* variable declarations omitted */

3 INT64 i;
4
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5 static void __omptask___ompregion_main_1_1(_UINT64 slink_a){

6 ... /* variable declarations omitted */

7 INT64 local_i = i;
8 __ompc_task_body_start ();
9 for(j = 0; j <= 12998; j = j + 1) {

10 v[local_i *13000 + j + 1] = (v[i*13000 + j + 1] + (v[
local_i *13000 + j] * a)) + (v[( local_i - 1) *13000
+ j] * b);

11 }
12 __ompc_task_exit ();
13 return;
14 } /* __omptask___ompregion_main_1_1 */

15

16 _temp___slink_sym69 = slink_a;
17 temp_gtid = gtid_a;
18 mpsp_status = __ompc_single(temp_gtid);
19 if(mpsp_status == 1) {
20 i = 1;
21 while(i <= 12999) {
22 __ompc_task_create (& __omptask___ompregion_main_1_1 ,reg3

,1,1);
23 __ompc_task_wait ();
24 i = i + 1;
25 i0 = i + 1;
26 }
27 }
28 __ompc_end_single(temp_gtid);
29 __ompc_barrier ();
30 return;
31 } /* __ompregion_main_1 */

Listing 4.9 The Compiler Translation of Listing 4.8

Now consider the translation of the Listing A.1. OpenMP extensions can be found

in lines 2, 4, 5, and 9.

The omp tasksync directive will translate into the creation of an array of tasksync

variables by lines 27–28 in the code below. The omp task directive will be translated

as discussed above, but the two synced clauses will each be translated into the func-

tion calls in lines 10 and 11 respectively to register the task undergoing creation with
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the specified tasksync variables. The omp tasksync next directive from line 9 above

translates to the function call in line 16 below. Similarly, omp tasksync signal and

omp tasksync wait directives are also translated into function calls. A complete

summary of the translations of the directives and clauses for use with tasksync are

in Table 4.2.

1 static void __ompregion_main_1(_INT32 gtid_a , _UINT64 slink_a){
2 ... /* variable declarations omitted */

3

4 static void __omptask___ompregion_main_1_1( _INT64 slink_a)
{

5 ... /* variable declarations omitted */

6

7 local_i = i;
8 __ompc_task_body_start ();
9 local_ph = phinit;

10 __xompc_task_synced (*(( struct __xomp_tasksync **)((
local_i * 8) + (ts - 8))), 1, &local_ph);

11 __xompc_task_synced (*(ts + local_i), 2, &local_ph);
12 j = 1;
13 while(j <= 12999)
14 {
15 v[local_i *13000 + j] = (v[local_i *13000 + j] + (v[

local_i *13000 + j - 1] * a)) + (v[( local_i - 1) *13000
+ j - 1] * b);

16 __xompc_tasksync_next (( _INT32)(local_i), &local_ph);
17 j = j + 1;
18 }
19 __ompc_task_exit ();
20 return;
21 } /* __omptask___ompregion_main_1_1 */

22

23 _temp___slink_sym4 = slink_a;
24 temp_gtid = gtid_a;
25 mpsp_status = __ompc_single(temp_gtid);
26 if(mpsp_status == 1) {
27 __comma0 = __xompc_create_tasksync_array (3, 13000);
28 ts = (struct __xomp_tasksync **) __comma0;
29 }
30 __ompc_end_single(temp_gtid);
31 __ompc_barrier ();
32 mpsp_status0 = __ompc_single(temp_gtid);
33 if(mpsp_status0 == 1) {
34 i = 1;
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35 while(i <= 12999) {
36 __ompc_task_create (& __omptask___ompregion_main_1_1 , reg3 ,

1, 1);
37 __ompc_task_wait ();
38 i = i + 1;
39 }
40 }
41 __ompc_end_single(temp_gtid);
42 __ompc_barrier ();
43

44 return;
45 } /* __ompregion_main_1 */

Listing 4.10 Compiler Translation of Listing A.1

Directive or Clause Translation

omp tasksync ts mode(mode) xompc create tasksync(mode);
omp tasksync ts(N ) mode(mode) xompc create tasksync array(mode,size);

omp task Each task gets a phaser to track its phases:
synced(ts0:mode0, ts1:mode1,. . . ) xomp phaser ph = {0, 0, NULL, NULL};

One function call per tasksync to register with:
xompc task synced( ts0, mode0, &ph);
xompc task synced( ts1, mode1, &ph);

omp tasksync signal(ts0, ts1,. . . ) xompc tasksync signal(ts0, ts1, . . . ,&ph);

omp tasksync wait(ts0, ts1,. . . ) xompc tasksync wait(ts0, ts1, . . . ,&ph);

omp tasksync next xompc tasksync next(&ph);

Table 4.2 Summary of Proposed Translations of Tasksync Directives
and Clauses

4.5 Design of Tasksync Runtime Library

As mentioned previous in Section 4.4, the OpenUH compiler has three specific re-

sponsibilities, parsing directives, translating directives to library calls, and linking to

the precompiled OpenMP library. This work involves only the implementation of the
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Figure 4.13 Role of OpenMP Library

library routines called by the compiled source code—after the OpenMP directives

are translated—as shown in Figure 4.13. The parsing and translation components

are beyond the scope of this work.

There are primarily two objects used by the library to employ the task-to-task

synchronization, the tasksync and the phaser. The object exposed to the user is

the tasksync, through which a task communicates to update its phase progression.

The tasksync maintains properties for

• identification number,

• current phase, and

• synchronization mode (signal and/or wait).

The phase of a signal-capable tasksync will be incremented each time one of its a

registered tasks encounters a signal library call. A wait-capable tasksync will cause

a task encountering a wait to busy-wait in a loop until the tasksync reaches the

appropriate phase. It is the responsibility of the user to create tasksync objects
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in the correct order to properly register their signal and/or wait capabilities. For

example, in the case study above (section 4.3), if tasksync objects are created by

an omp for construct instead of omp single, the tasks are not guaranteed to be

created in iteration order

Each task registered with a tasksync is also provided its own phaser object within

the library that is hidden from the user. The phaser associated with a task holds

the properties of

• task number of associated task,

• the current phase for that task,

• mode task is using (signal and/or wait),

• a list of tasksyncs to signal, and

• a list of tasksyncs to wait upon.

When a task signals (or waits for) a change of phase, it actually uses its phaser to

access its tasksync via a signal (or wait) table. The signal (or wait) table is indexed

by task number and tasksync ID stored (in the phaser) for quick access to tasksync

objects for reading or incrementing the phase.

For example, Table 4.3 shows Task #1 is registered to wait on Tasksync #1 and

signal Tasksync #2.

• If Task #1 encounters a signal statement, its increments its phase counter

(maintained in its phaser) and that of Tasksync #2. They should both be on

the same phase.
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• If Task #1 encounters a wait statement, it will check the phase counter of

Tasksync #1 and pause execution if the phase of the phase counter of the task

does not yet match that of the tasksync.

• If Task #1 encounters a next statement, it will execute a signal followed by a

wait.

Wait Table

Tasksync # 0 1 2 3 4

Task #0 1 - - - -
Task #1 - 3 - - -
Task #2 - - 2 - -
Task #3 - - - 2 -

Signal Table

Tasksync # 0 1 2 3 4

Task #0 - 3 - - -
Task #1 - - 2 - -
Task #2 - - - 3 -
Task #3 - - - - 0

Table 4.3 Wait and signal table examples showing phases of tasksyncs.

Two special cases arise, the initial phases of the tasksyncs used by first and last

tasks in the table. Consider again the loop nest in Listing 4.2 from Section 4.3,

shown again here for convenience.

1 for(i = 1; i < NX; i++)
2 #pragma omp task synced(ts[i]:signalOnly , ts[i-1]: waitOnly)
3 for(j = 1; j < NY; j++){
4 v[i][j] = v[i][j] + a*v[i][j-1] + b*v[i-1][j-1];
5 #pragma omp tasksync_next
6 }

The outer loop will create NX tasks, each registering with two tasksync objects,

tasksync[n] for signaling and tasksync[n-1] for waiting. Essentially, each itera-

tion is a task, and since each iteration depends on the previous iteration (see Line 4)

which depends on the previous iteration, each task depends on the task “before”
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it. Since the tasks are asynchronous, this dependence is enforced by the tasksync

mechanism.

In the case of the first task using tasksync[0], presumably on the boundary, it

has no need to wait on any other task. Therefore, the phase of tasksync[0] is preset

to 1. Furthermore, since no task will signal tasksync[0], its phase counter will

never be incremented. Otherwise, when a task registers with a tasksync object, the

initial phase is set to 0. So the case of the task corresponding to the final iteration

of the outer loop, it simply increments the phase of tasksync[NX] when is never

waited upon by another task.

When execution of this loop nest begins, the phases of all tasks are initialized to 0.

The outer loop is just creating tasks which each execute the inner loop, which contains

a next statement. So each iteration of the inner loop will increment advance its phase

exactly once at the next statement, cause both a signal and a wait. Figure 4.14

illustrates this execution pattern. The columns Tn represent tasks and the rows

symbolize phases.

Task T0 is registered to “wait” on tasksync ts[0] and signal ts[1]. This “wait”

is essentially a no-op for this tasksync since its phase is initialized to 1. After

completion of the first iteration, T0 reaches phase one and informs ts[1] of this

phase change, then proceeds to the next iteration (down the column in Figure 4.14).

With the execution of each next statement, the value produced in the preceding

phase is made ready for the task T1. This producer-consumer propagation of values

is denoted by the red left-to-right arrows.
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Figure 2 Phase execution of tasks
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Figure 4.14 Phased Execution of Tasks

While this is the theoretical idea behind the execution, in all likelihood, this will

not be the case in practice since it assumes as many execution threads as there are

iterations of the outer loop, NX. It is far more likely that NX is much greater

than the number of threads. Threads counts will likely be one to two dozen while

iterations could exceed 10,000. So if there are n threads, only the first n iterations

will begin a pipeline of execution. Once the first iteration completes, iteration n + 1

can begin without waiting since the preceding iteration will have already begun.

4.6 Challenges to Implementation

Implementation of the tasksync construct had some di�culties to overcome. The

first being the asynchronous nature of OpenMP’s tasks. Their order of execution
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is indeterminate by design. In order for tasks in Listing 4.2 (page 70) to properly

synchronize, the tasks must all execute. This can be a problem depending on the

number of tasks (loop iterations) produced and the number of available threads

on the hardware. Either the iterations need to be ordered, ensuring that all tasks

have an opportunity to signal, or all tasks must be ensured to execute through task

switching. Otherwise, deadlock may occur at a point of synchronization, like the

tasksync next construct.

The implementation of task next merely involves a tasksync signal immedi-

ately followed by tasksync wait. It is the implementation of tasksync wait that

the bulk of the overhead is incurred. My initial implementation of tasksync wait

neglected the consideration mentioned above often resulted in deadlock. All tasks

were left executing the tasksync wait but never received a signal. For example,

with eight tasks (iterations) and only four threads, it the OpenMP implementation

executed tasks #2, #3, #4, and #5 first, task #1 would never be able to signal

task #2, causing all tasks to be left waiting. In the event that task #1 was in the

first group of tasks to execute, task #2 will receive its signal. To generalize, the

number of threads needs to be at least the number of tasks for all tasks to execute

to completion.

The first attempt to avoid this deadlock condition was to enable task switching

within the tasksync wait. This allowed a task to yield to another task if it did

not receive its signal in a timely fashion. While this allows all tasks to eventually

complete, the overhead incurred resulted in a significant performance hit, easily an

order of magnitude slower in most cases.
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Chapter 5

Conclusion

Tasks are now a fundamental element for many parallel programmers (Section 2.2.3).

Tasks exist in well-known programming models, like CUDA and Cilk and a distinct

research community exists in academia with e↵orts like StarPU and PFunc. They

are also appearing in newly formed open standards like MTAPI, OpenACC, and

OpenCL, as well as established standards like OpenMP, providing specifications that

should provide cohesive understanding and easier portability of application software

to other platforms (Section 3.3).

However, OpenMP tasks are not yet widely adopted outside of computer sci-

ence, namely in the domain sciences, where codes usually employ MPI, loop-based

OpenMP, or both. Tasks as relatively new and will require more time before widespread

adoption occurs. The slow adoption rate of OpenMP tasks is likely due to domain

scientists being unaware of the recent additions to the OpenMP standard and a lack

of information regarding the use of tasks, the narrow-range of problems in which
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tasks make sense, a desire for other task synchronization, or a combination of these.

And, there is still no obvious way to use OpenMP to execute loop-based algorithms

with loop-carried dependences, which are very common in numerical solutions.

I have presented a new API for task-to-task synchronization extension for OpenMP

which solves two of these. The API provides for flexible task synchronization which

can be used by groups of tasks, or as in my example, task-to-task synchronization

that can be used to overcome the loop-carried dependences representative of many

stencil algorithms.

As was expected, multiple factors play a role in the execution of task-to-task syn-

chronized algorithms. The problem size a↵ects the performance as does the workload.

In the example I provided, the a↵ect of the workload seemed to be more profound,

as with a very small workload, speedup unattainable. However, with su�cient prob-

lem size and workload, the use of tasks and task-to-task synchronization can provide

adequate speedup, over 8x for sixteen threads in some cases.

There are also several things to consider initially in the implementation of task-

to-task synchronization. Counter to the assumption the OpenMP tasks are asyn-

chronous, task-to-task synchronization imposes some ordering on the tasks which

must be preserved. In the case of my example, the order of task was synonymous

with the order of iterations of a loop. Deviation from this ordering would result in

an incorrect result. The manner in which ordering is imposed has a direct a↵ect on

the amount of overhead incurred at runtime and must be minimized. And as with

any attempt at synchronization of concurrent execution, deadlock must be avoided.
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The ability to execute tasks concurrently is valuable since it allows the parallel

execution of algorithms that would otherwise be di�cult or impossible, such as those

with recursion or pointer chasing. The ability to communicate among tasks, as with

task-to-task synchronization, only adds to their value. With an easy-to-use API as

I’ve presented here, task become more flexible and, hopefully, can be improved upon

in later releases of the OpenMP specification.
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Appendix A

Tasksync API

A.1 tasksync Construct

Summary

The tasksync construct declares a tasksync object to synchronize communication

among a registered set of tasks. A task may register with one of three capabilities, to

signal other threads, to wait on other threads, or both. A tasksync object maintains

the phase of execution for each task registered with it.

Syntax

C/C++

The syntax of the tasksync construct is as follows:
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#pragma omp tasksync name[(scalar-expression)] clause new-line

where clause is

mode(mode ),

mode is one of the following:

signalWait

signalOnly

waitOnly

and where name identifies a tasksync object and name(n) identifies an array of n

tasksync objects.

C/C++

Fortran

The syntax of the tasksync construct is as follows:

!$omp tasksync name[(scalar-expression)] clause new-line

where clause is

mode(mode ),

mode is one of the following:
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signalWait

signalOnly

waitOnly

and where name identifies a tasksync object and name(n) identifies an array of n

tasksync objects.

Fortran

A.2 New Clause for task Construct

Summary

The new clause for the task construct will register the task with a set of at least one

tasksync object with the designated mode.

Syntax

C/C++

The syntax of the task construct using the synced clause is as follows:

#pragma omp task synced(ts0:mode0, . . . , tsn:moden) new-line
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where mode defines the capability of this task with the tasksync objects listed in

the clause, and mode is one of the following:

signalWait

signalOnly

waitOnly

C/C++

Fortran

The syntax of the blah construct is as follows:

!$omp task synced(ts0:mode0, . . . , tsn:moden) new-line

where mode defines the capability of this task with the tasksync objects listed in

the clause, and mode is one of the following:

signalWait

signalOnly

waitOnly

Fortran
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A.3 tasksync signal Construct

Summary

The tasksync signal construct causes the executing task to signal the tasksync

objects listed when the signaling task has reached a reached a point in execution and

advances to the next phase of the task’s execution.

Syntax

C/C++

The syntax of the tasksync signal construct is as follows:

#pragma omp tasksync signal (list) new-line

where list is comma separated list of tasksync objects the calling task signals.

C/C++

Fortran

The syntax of the tasksync signal construct is as follows:

!$ omp tasksync signal (list) new-line

where list is comma separated list of tasksync objects the calling task signals.
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Fortran

A.4 tasksync wait Construct

Summary

The tasksync wait construct causes the executing task to wait on the tasksync

objects in a list when executing task has reached a reached a point in execution and

advances to the next phase of the task’s execution.

Syntax

C/C++

The syntax of the tasksync wait construct is as follows:

#pragma omp tasksync wait (list) new-line

where list is comma separated list of tasksync objects on which the calling task

waits.

C/C++
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Fortran

The syntax of the tasksync wait construct is as follows:

!$omp tasksync wait (list) new-line

where list is comma separated list of tasksync objects on which the calling task

waits.

Fortran

A.5 tasksync next Construct

Summary

The tasksync next construct causes the executing task to signal and wait on all

registered tasksync objects when the signaling task has reached a point in execution.

The executing task also advances to its next phase of execution.

Syntax

C/C++

The syntax of the tasksync next construct is as follows:
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#pragma omp tasksync next new-line

C/C++

Fortran

The syntax of the tasksync next construct is as follows:

!$omp tasksync next new-line

Fortran

A.6 Example

Figure A.1 shows how the code from Figure 4.1 could be adapted slightly to obtain

a wavefront execution of the calculations. Line 2 uses the tasksync construct to

create the array ts of tasksync variables. Lines 4 and 5 create a task and register

it with ts[i] for signaling and ts[i-1] for waiting. In this example, each task created

will execute an iteration of the i loop, and, during the iteration’s execution, will

wait on ts[i-1] for the previous iteration to reach the tasksync next in line 9 before

proceeding as well as signal ts[i] when the ith iteration reaches the tasksync next.
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1 #pragma omp parallel
2 #pragma omp tasksync ts(NY)
3 for(i = 1; i < NX; i++) {
4 #pragma omp task synced(ts[i],signalOnly) \
5 synced(ts[i-1], waitOnly)
6 for(j = 1; j < NY; j++) {
7 v[i][j] = v[i][j] + a*v[i][j-1] + \
8 b*v[i-1][j-1];
9 #pragma omp tasksync_next

10 }
11 }

Listing A.1 Code adapted from Listing 4.1 demonstrating the use
of the task-to-task constructs to parallelize a loop nest with a loop-
carried dependence in a wave front fashion using the tasksync OpenMP
extension in conjunction with OpenMP tasks.
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